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Abstract 

Layered coding and transport has become an attractive method for en

abling video communications over the current non-uniform and sub-optimal 

network infrastructure. In this dissertation, we present video encoding algo

rithms for efficient and robust layered video encoding and transport in error-

free and error-prone networks. 

In the first part of this dissertation, error-free layered video encoding 

is considered. We evaluate the effectiveness of key technical features of a 

layered approach to video encoding. We then determine an upper bound 

on the rate-distortion performance of a layered approach to video encoding. 

Finally, a general formulation for efficient error-free layered video encoding is 

presented, based on the concept of operational rate-distortion optimization. 

This algorithm is demonstrated to achieve significant improvement in rate-

distortion performance. 

In the second part, we address complexity issues of this algorithm. Our 

goal is to find good tradeoffs between rate-distortion performance and compu

tational complexity. We first motivate the need to make simplifications to an 
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operational rate-distortion optimization framework. We then propose a model 

to control the operating mode of the layered video encoder. This model per

mits the encoder to compute a priori the rate-distortion optimized parameters 

such that a target bit rate can be achieved. 

The third part considers layered video encoding and transport in lossy 

packet-switched networks. A complete coding and transport framework is de

veloped, including a packetization scheme, decoder error concealment method, 

and prioritization mechanism. We then introduce the general formulation for 

an efficient and robust layered video encoding algorithm for error-prone en

vironments. This algorithm is also based on the concept of operational rate-

distortion optimization and can be viewed as a generalization of the algorithm 

introduced for error-free environments. The algorithm incorporates a statis

tical distortion measure that considers the channel conditions, error recovery 

capability of the channel codec and error concealment capability of the source 

decoder to optimize the video encoding mode selection. Then, for a given lay

ered bitstream and given channel conditions, optimal channel protection code 

rates are determined. This framework is shown to produce substantial im

provement in reconstructed video quality for a wide range of packet loss rates. 

Moreover, it is demonstrated to yield graceful degradation of reconstructed 

video quality with increasing packet loss rate. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

The coding and transport of real-time media over the emerging integrated 

communication infrastructure has become an extremely active research area. 

Unfortunately, this infrastructure is both non-uniform and sub-optimal, com

prised of a patchwork of transmission media characterized by widely varying 

bandwidth capabilities both for different links and for the same link at different 

time instances. Important scenarios, such as multi-point and multicast ses

sions, require communication between many parties connected through these 

vastly different links. Moreover, individual receivers usually have different 

capabilities. 

Video is arguably the most demanding of real-time media in terms of 

coding and transport. If we consider a raw video sequence, at CIF resolution 

(which is only about 1/4 the television-size resolutions we are accustomed to 
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viewing) of 352 x 288 pixels, with an equal sampling ratio for each of the 

three luminance and chrominance components, eight bits per pixel and thirty 

frames per second, the required bandwidth would be approximately 75 Mbps. 

Obviously good compression is critical for communication to be viable and 

efficient. 

The most successful video compression algorithms employ predictive 

coding in the form of motion compensation [1, 2]. This reduces temporal 

redundancies between successive images. However, when this motion informa

tion is lost to the decoder, a reconstruction error can occur. These errors can 

propagate temporally and spatially if the affected region is subsequently used 

for prediction during motion compensation. Furthermore, differential encod

ing is also employed within an image to reduce statistical redundancies. Loss 

of such information can cause additional spatial degradation throughout the 

affected image by producing incorrectly predicted parameters. Because of mo

tion compensation, these errors also can propagate temporally and spatially. 

It is therefore critical that the communication system also be robust. 

From Shannon's separation theorem [3], the task of efficient and robust 

communication system design can be greatly simplified. Typically, the source 

coder can be designed to minimize the distortion due to quantization errors 

while the channel coder can be designed to minimize the distortion due to 

transmission errors. However, Shannon's theorem is based on the assumption 

of infinite complexity in the source coder and infinite processing delay at the 

channel coder. These assumptions are not realistic for any practical coding 
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system. In fact, minimizing complexity and delay are usually specific design 

goals. As such, a joint design of the source and channel coders can yield better 

overall system performance. 

Consequently, recent video coding standards, in particular H.263+ and 

MPEG-4 , have included methods that facilitate joint source and channel coder 

design [4, 5]. One of the methods that is supported is layered coding. Layered 

coding produces a hierarchy of bitstreams, where the first or base layer is 

coded independently and subsequent layers are coded dependently. Each layer 

of the hierarchy can increase the frequency, spatial and temporal resolution 

over that of the previous layer. Layered coding permits graceful degradation of 

reconstruction quality under varying bandwidth and loss rates. Furthermore, 

layered coding has inherent error-resilience benefits, particularly when the base 

layer bitstream can be transported with higher priority, guaranteeing a basic 

quality of service, and the enhancement layer bitstreams can be transported 

with lower priorities, refining the quality of service. This approach is commonly 

referred to as layered coding with transport prioritization [6]. 

In this dissertation, we present lossy video encoding algorithms for ro

bust and efficient layered video coding and transport in error-free and error-

prone environments. We evaluate the effectiveness of key technical features of 

layered video encoding. We present a general formulation of a layered video 

encoding algorithm for error-free environments, based on the concept of op

erational rate-distortion optimization. We address complexity issues of this 

algorithm and propose a model to control the operating mode of the layered 
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video encoder while reducing complexity. We then consider layered video cod

ing and transport in lossy packet-switched networks. A complete coding and 

transport framework is developed. We introduce the general formulation for 

a layered video encoding algorithm for error-prone environments. This algo

rithm is also based on the concept of operational rate-distortion optimization. 

It incorporates the effects of transmission errors via a probabilistic distortion 

measure. Then, for a given layered bitstream and channel conditions, opti

mal channel protection strengths are determined. These algorithms are shown 

to produce substantial improvement in reconstructed video quality for both 

error-free and error-prone layered video communications. 

1.2 Outline of the Thesis 

In this thesis we first provide the necessary background in Chapter 2. We 

review the most popular low bit rate video coding algorithms. We discuss in 

detail one particular approach, H.263 [1], as it is employed throughout this 

thesis as the framework for testing of the proposed algorithms. We then re

view layered video coding. We discuss operational rate-distortion optimization 

techniques, which can serve to optimize the performance of practical coding 

systems if judiciously applied. Finally, we discuss relevant techniques for ro

bust video communications. 

The efficiency of compression schemes arises from a sophisticated level 

of interaction among the many system parameters. The selection of one tu

ple from the set of permissible parameters constitutes a discrete optimization 
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problem, which can be solved using principles of operational rate-distortion 

optimization [7]. For error-free coding and transport, the task for the source 

coder is to choose, for each coding unit, the most efficient coded representa

tion in a rate-distortion sense. In Chapter 3 we first evaluate the effectiveness 

of the parameters for layered video encoding. We then determine, experi

mentally, an upper bound on the rate-distortion performance for layered video 

encoding. Finally, a general formulation for a layered video encoding algorithm 

is presented, based on the principles of operational rate-distortion optimiza

tion. This algorithm is demonstrated to achieve significant improvement in 

rate-distortion performance. 

In Chapter 4, we address complexity issues of this algorithm. Our goal is 

to find good tradeoffs between rate-distortion performance and computational 

complexity. We first motivate the need to make simplifications to the opera

tional rate-distortion optimization framework. Several simplifications are then 

proposed and evaluated. We modify the algorithm to select the locally optimal 

solution for each coding unit, instead of solving for a globally optimal solution. 

To select the parameter that controls the encoder's rate-distortion tradeoffs, 

we propose a model to control the operating mode of the layered video en

coder. This model permits the encoder to compute a priori the rate-distortion 

optimized parameters such that a target bit rate can be achieved. 

In Chapter 5, we consider layered video encoding and transport in lossy 

packet-switched networks. A complete layered encoding and transport frame

work is developed, including a packetization scheme, decoder error conceal-
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ment method, and prioritization mechanism. We then introduce the gen

eral formulation for a layered video encoding algorithm for error-prone envi

ronments. This algorithm is also based on the concept of operational rate-

distortion optimization and can be viewed as a generalization of the algorithm 

introduced for error-free environments. The algorithm incorporates a statis

tical distortion measure that considers the channel conditions, error recovery 

capability of the channel codec and error concealment capability of the source 

decoder to optimize the video encoding mode selection. Then, for a given lay

ered bitstream and given channel conditions, optimal channel protection code 

rates are determined. This framework is shown to achieve substantial im

provement in reconstructed video quality for a wide range of packet loss rates. 

Moreover, it is demonstrated to yield graceful degradation of reconstructed 

video quality with increasing packet loss rate. 
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Chapter 2 

Background 

In this chapter, we review the most popular low bit rate video encoding al

gorithms. We discuss one in detail, H.263 [1], as it is employed throughout 

this thesis as the framework for testing of the proposed layered video coding 

algorithms. We then review layered video coding. We discuss operational 

rate-distortion optimization techniques within the context of video coding [7]. 

Finally, we discuss the most popular techniques for robust video communica

tions [6]. 

2 . 1 Video Coding 

For good compression, the source model must efficiently capture the 

main characteristics of the data source with a reasonable level of complexity. 

Rather than employing a single complex model, the traditional approach to 

achieving this goal is to employ a number of simpler models [8]. For video 
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Figure 2.1: Block diagram for single-layer hybrid motion compensated, 
discrete-cosine transform video encoder. 

coding, the dominant models combine a motion model with a transform coding 

model. 

A wide range of motion models have been investigated. The most com

mon model is a block-based translational motion model. Variations in block 

size can improve the performance of such a model. Another variation is multi-

hypothesis prediction [9], wherein several prediction signals are superimposed. 

Examples of multi-hypothesis prediction include sub-pixel accurate prediction 

[10, 11], bi-directionally predicted frames [12], and overlapped block motion 

compensation [13]. Also, affine models, which use higher order representations 

of the motion field, allow for the representation of rotation, change of scale 

and shear, in addition to translation [14]. 
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The transform coding model employs a linear transform that decom

poses the data into frequency coefficients that can then be quantized. The 

transform coder compacts the signal energy and decorrelates the signal. Pop

ular transform coders include discrete cosine transform (DCT) based coders 

[15] and subband based coders [16]. 

The source model employed in this thesis consists of a block based 

transnational motion model, with blocks of 16 x 16 (referred to as macroblocks) 

and 8 x 8 (referred to as blocks) pixels, and a DCT-based transform model, 

with a block of 8 x 8 pixels. This is often termed a hybrid motion compensated 

D C T framework (MC-DCT) . To date, this is the model employed by the most 

popular and successful video coding algorithms. 

A generalized block diagram of a typical M C - D C T based video encoder 

is shown in Figure 2.1. The main components of this diagram are discussed 

next. 

2.1.1 Prediction Types 

The basic statistical property upon which video coding techniques rely is inter-

pixel correlation, including the assumption of simple correlated translational 

motion between consecutive images. Specifically, it is assumed that the mag

nitude of a particular image pixel can be predicted from nearby pixels within 

the same image (spatial redundancy) using intra mode techniques or from pix

els of a nearby image (temporal redundancy) using inter mode techniques. In 

some circumstances, e.g. during scene changes, the temporal correlation be-
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tween pixels in nearby images is small or even vanishes and the video scene 

then resembles a collection of uncorrelated still images. In this case intra 

mode techniques are appropriate to exploit spatial correlation. However, if the 

correlation between pixels in nearby images is high, i.e. in cases where two con

secutive images have similar or identical content, inter mode techniques (also 

referred to as differential pulse code modulation (DPCM) or motion compen

sation) are appropriate to exploit temporal correlation. In hybrid M C - D C T 

video coding schemes, a signal-adaptive combination of temporal prediction 

followed by spatial prediction is used. Thus, we can identify three basic types 

of coding for a given image region: 

• inter mode: Motion compensated prediction from the previous image is 

used. The macroblock prediction type, the macroblock address and, if 

required, the motion vector, the D C T coefficients and quantization step 

size are transmitted. Note that the motion model employed in this thesis 

allows one or four motion vectors to be transmitted per macroblock. 

• skipped mode: Prediction from the previous image with a zero motion 

vector. No information about the macroblock is coded or transmitted to 

the receiver. This is basically a special case of the inter mode. 

• intra mode: No prediction is made from the previous image. Only the 

macroblock type, the macroblock address and the D C T coefficients and, 

if necessary, quantization step size are transmitted to the receiver. 
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mation is represented by displacement vectors or motion vectors. Due to the 

block-based motion representation, many algorithms employ block-matching 

techniques, where the motion vector is obtained by minimizing a cost function 

measuring the mismatch between a candidate and the current macroblock. 

Although any cost function can be used, the most widely-used choice is the 

sum of absolute difference (SAD) defined as 

N N 

S A D = E E I - Bi-uj-v I, = 16 (2.1) 

1 = 1 3 = 1 

Here Bij represents a macroblock from the current image, and Bi-Uij-V rep

resents a candidate macroblock from a reference image at the spatial location 

displaced by the vector (u,v). Note that the motion model used in this 

thesis also permits the use of four motion vectors per macroblock, in which 

case for (2.1) N = 8 and B represents a block as opposed to a macroblock. 

To find the best matching macroblock producing the minimum mis

match error we need to calculate the SAD at several locations within a search 

window, shown in Figure 2.2. The simplest, but the most compute-intensive 

search method, known as the full search or exhaustive search, evaluates the 

SAD at every possible pixel location in the search area. To lower the compu

tational complexity, several fast-search algorithms with a reduced number of 

search points have been proposed [17]. 

The picture memory in Figure 2.1 performs the storage of one or more 

previously reconstructed images. The M E block performs motion estimation, 

for the image to be encoded based on the previous reconstructed images that 

have been stored in the picture memory. The M C block builds a motion 
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compensated prediction of the current image using the estimates determined 

from the motion estimation stage. 

2.1.3 Transformation 

The purpose of transform coding is to decorrelate the image region content 

and compact energy into as few coefficients as possible, while preserving the 

energy of the block. For this purpose the optimal transform is the Karhunen-

Loeve transform (KLT) [18]. However, the problem with the K L T is that it is 

signal dependent, as it depends on the autocovariance matrix. Furthermore, 

it is computationally complex, i.e. there exist no fast algorithms to compute 

the K L T . Thus, if it was used in practical communications applications, the 

transform would first have to be re-computed for the non-stationary data. 

Then, the new transform would have to transmitted to the receiver. Due 

to these complications, various fast approximations to the K L T have been 

proposed. The most successful of these is the D C T [15], originally developed 

[19] to approximate the K L T for a first-order Gauss-Markov process with a 

large positive correlation coefficient p (p —> 1). A Gauss-Markov process is 

described by the recursion 

where p e ( — 1,1) and r(t) is an independent identically distributed sequence of 

Gaussian random variables. While image and video data, as well as prediction 

error data, are not necessarily first-order Gauss-Markov, the D C T is still a 

good approximation to the K L T , and is widely employed in image and video 

(2.2) 
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compression. There exist many fast algorithms for the D C T [15, 20, 21]. 

In the case of image/video coding, the D C T is typically applied to a 

two dimensional block of pixel data. For the M C - D C T framework employed in 

this thesis, we employ 8x8 blocks of pixels. The linear, separable and unitary 

forward two dimensional 8x8 D C T is defined as 

n I \a( ^ r r D ,7r(2z + l )m TT(2J + l )n 
Cm,n = a{m)(3[n) ^ 2^ Bi,i c o s( g/Y ^ c o s( 2N 

for 

where 

0<m,n<N - 1 , N = 8, 

a(0) = B(0) = ̂ 1 a(m) = B{n) = y^, 1 < m, n < N - 1. 

Here, Bij denotes the pixel block and Cm,n denotes the transform coefficients. 

Note, that the transformation is reversible. The original 8x8 block of pixels 

can be reconstructed using a linear and separable inverse DCT: 

B ^ = 1^ 2^C^a(m)cos( — )8{n) cos{ — ), 

for 

0 <i,j <N - 1 , N = 8 

Energy compaction is manifested in the concentration of the most significant 

D C T coefficients around the low frequencies, or upper left corner. The signif

icance of the coefficients decays with increased distance from the DC compo

nent, or upper-leftmost coefficient. 
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Figure 2.3: Scalar quantizer with central dead-zone. 

The D C T and inverse D C T (IDCT) in Figure 2.1 perform the trans

formation and inverse transformation of intra mode or inter mode prediction 

error macroblocks. 

2.1.4 Scalar Quantization 

The human viewer is more sensitive to reconstruction errors related 

to low spatial frequencies than to high spatial frequencies [22]. Slow linear 

changes in intensity or color (low frequency information) are important to 

the eye. Quick, high frequency changes (noisy pixels, random pixels, edges, 

intensities above a certain level, etc.) cannot be seen and may be discarded. 

Quantization is therefore one source of loss in video coding and transport. 
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For every element position in the D C T output matrix, a corresponding 

quantization value is calculated by the following method. 

Cq

m,n= C m

n

n ~ \ 0 < m , n < 7 V - l , N = 8. 

where Cm<n represents the 8x8 D C T matrix of D C T coefficients, 8 represents 

the quantizer central dead-zone and Qm,n is the 8x8 quantization matrix. This 

is illustrated in Figure 2.3. The result is then rounded to the nearest integer 

value. The net effect is a reduced variance between quantized coefficients as 

compared to the D C T coefficients, as well as a reduction of the number of 

non-zero coefficients. 

The quantizer Q and inverse quantizer Q-1 in Figure 2.1 perform the 

quantization and inverse quantization of transform and quantized transform 

coefficients. 

2.1.5 Entropy Coding 

Prior to entropy coding, the quantized D C T coefficients are arranged 

into a one-dimensional array by scanning them in a zig-zag order. This re

arrangement places the DC coefficient first in the array and the remaining 

A C coefficients are ordered roughly from low to high frequency. This scan 

pattern is illustrated in Figure 2.4. The rearranged array is coded into a 

sequence of the run-length codes (RLC). The run is defined as the distance 

between two non-zero coefficients in the array. The level is the non-zero value 

immediately following a sequence of zeros. This coding method produces a 

compact representation of the 8x8 D C T coefficients, as a large number of the 
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Figure 2.4: Zig-zag scan pattern to reorder D C T coefficients from low to high 
frequencies. 

coefficients are expected to have been quantized to zero and the reordering has 

(ideally) resulted in the grouping of these zero values consecutively. 

The run-level pairs (and other relevant information about the mac

roblock, such as motion vectors and prediction types) are then entropy coded. 

This step achieves compression by employing lossless techniques to compact 

the quantized coefficients based on statistical characteristics of the R L C and 

either Huffman or arithmetic coding. Entropy coding is performed by the 

variable length coding (VLC) block in Figure 2.1. 
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2.1.6 Buffer and Rate Control 

Quantization of the source signal provides a constant bit rate. However, the 

use of an entropy coder following quantization results in a variable bit rate. 

A video buffer is essential to absorb variations in the instantaneous rate of 

the encoded signal. The quantization step size can then be adjusted for each 

macroblock within an image to achieve a given target bit rate and to avoid 

buffer overflow and underflow. This enables a high degree of flexibility in the 

bit allocation scheme. 

A rate control algorithm at the encoder adjusts the quantizer step size 

depending on the video content and activity to ensure that the video buffers 

will never overflow while at the same time targeting to keep the buffers as 

full as possible to maximize image quality. In theory, overflow of buffers can 

always be avoided by using a large enough video buffer. However, besides 

the undesirable implementation costs of large buffers, there may be additional 

disadvantages for applications requiring low end-to-end delay. If the coded bit 

stream is smoothed using a video buffer to generate a constant bit rate output, 

a delay is introduced between the encoding process and the time the video can 

be reconstructed at the decoder. Usually a larger buffer entails a longer delay. 

2.2 H.263 Video Coding 

In this section, we discuss the ITU-T H.263 video coding algorithms in further 

detail as they are used as a framework to test the algorithms proposed in this 
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thesis. Although its coding structure is based on that of H.261 [23], H.263 

provides better picture quality at low bit rates at the cost of some additional 

complexity. It also includes four optional modes, aimed at improving com

pression performance. H.263 version 2, or H.263+, is an extension of H.263. 

H.263+ provides twelve new optional modes to H.263. Note that while we 

maintain the distinction between H.263 and H.263+ in this section, we will 

use H.263 exclusively throughout the remainder of the thesis to refer to H.263 

version 2, unless it is necessary to make the distinction. 

2.2.1 H.263 Version 1 

The block diagram in Figure 2.1 is representative of an H.263 baseline encoder. 

Motion compensated prediction first reduces temporal redundancies. D C T 

coding of the prediction error block then reduces spatial redundancies. Finally, 

V L C coding reduces statistical redundancies. H.263 supports five standardized 

image formats. The luminance component of the image is sampled at full 

resolution while the chrominance components, Cb and Cr, are downsampled 

by two in both the horizontal and vertical directions. The picture structure 

is shown in Figure 2.5 for the quarter common intermediate format (QCIF) 

resolution, 176 x 144 pixels. Each image in the input video sequence is divided 

into macroblocks, consisting of four luminance blocks of 8 pixels by 8 lines 

followed by one Cb block and one Cr block, each consisting of 8 pixels by 8 

lines. A group of blocks (GOB) is defined as an integer number of macroblock 

rows, a number that is dependent on image resolution. For example, a GOB 
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Figure 2.5: H.263 picture structure at QCIF resolution. 
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consists of a single macroblock row at QCIF resolution. 

H.263 supports motion compensated prediction as described above. Re

call that, in the inter mode, only the prediction error blocks need be encoded. 

If motion compensated prediction is not employed, the block is coded in the in

tra mode. As stated previously, how to choose an appropriate coding mode for 

a particular block is one of the questions that this thesis attempts to answer, 

for layered video coding in error-free and error-prone environments. 

Optional Modes 

In addition to the core encoding and decoding algorithms described above, 

H.263 includes four negotiable advanced coding modes as annexes to the stan

dard: unrestricted motion vector mode (annex D), advanced prediction mode 

(annex F), PB-frames mode (annex G) and syntax-based arithmetic coding 

mode (annex E). The first two modes are used to improve motion compen

sated prediction. The PB-frames mode improves temporal resolution with 

little bit rate increase. When the syntax-based arithmetic coding mode is 

enabled, arithmetic coding replaces the default Huffman V L C coding. These 

optional modes allow developers to trade off between compression performance 

and complexity. We next provide a brief description of annexes D and F as 

they improve compression performance and are widely used. Consequently, 

they have been incorporated into the algorithms proposed in this thesis. A 

more detailed description of all modes can be found in [24] and [25]. 
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Unrestricted Motion Vector mode (annex D) In baseline H.263, mo

tion vectors can only reference pixels that are within the picture area. Because 

of this, macroblocks at the border of a picture may not be well predicted. 

When the unrestricted motion vector mode is used, motion vectors can take 

on values in the extended range of [-31.5, 31.5] pixels instead of [-16, 15.5] 

pixels and are allowed to point outside the picture boundaries. The longer 

motion vectors improve coding efficiency for larger picture formats, i.e. 4CIF 

or 16CIF. Moreover, by allowing motions vectors to point outside the picture, 

a significant gain is achieved if there is movement along picture edges. This is 

especially useful in the case of camera movement or background movement. 

Advanced Prediction mode (annex F) This mode allows for the use of 

four motion vectors per macroblock, one for each of the four 8 x 8 luminance 

blocks. Furthermore, overlapped block motion compensation [13] is used for 

the luminance macroblocks, and motion vectors are allowed to point outside 

the picture as in the unrestricted motion vector mode. Use of this mode im

proves inter mode prediction and yields a significant improvement in subjective 

picture quality for the same bit rate by reducing blocking artifacts. 

2.2.2 H.263 Version 2 

The objective of H.263+ is to broaden the range of applications and to improve 

compression efficiency over H.263 version 1. H.263+ is backwards compatible 

with H.263. Not only is this critical due to the large number of video appli

cations currently using the H.263 standard, but it is also required by ITU-T 
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rules. 

H.263+ offers many improvements over H.263. It allows the use of a 

wide range of custom source formats, as opposed to H.263, wherein only five 

video source formats defining picture size, picture shape and clock frequency 

can be used. This added flexibility opens H.263+ to a broader range of video 

scenes and applications, such as wide format pictures, re-sizeable computer 

windows and higher refresh rates. Moreover, picture size, aspect ratio and 

clock frequency can be specified as part of the H.263+ bit stream. Another 

major improvement of H.263+ over H.263 is scalability, which is discussed 

in detail in Section 2.3. Furthermore, there are modes designed to improve 

error resilience and compression efficiency over H.263. This rich set of features 

makes H.263+ a natural choice as the framework within which to test the 

algorithms proposed in this thesis. 

Optional Modes 

Next, we describe several of the twelve new optional coding modes of H.263+ 1, 

as they are incorporated into the algorithms proposed in this thesis. 

Unrestricted Motion Vector mode (annex D) The definition of the 

unrestricted motion vector mode in H.263+ is different from that of H.263. 

When this mode is employed within an H.263+ framework, new reversible 

V L C s (RVLCs) [26] are used for encoding the difference motion vectors. These 

codes are single valued, as opposed to the earlier H.263 V L C s which were 
1 W e defer our discussion of the H.263+ optional mode for layered coding to Section 2.3. 
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Picture width Horizontal motion Picture height Vertical motion 
vector range vector range 

4, 352 [-32,31.5] 4, 288 [-32, 31.5] 
356, 704 [-64,63.5] 292, 576 [-64, 63.5] 
708, 1408 [-128,127.5] 292, 576 [-64, 63.5] 
1412, 2048 [-256,255.5] 580, 1152 [-128, 127.5] 

Table 2.1: Motion vector range in H.263+ unrestricted motion vector range 
mode. 

double valued. The double valued codes were not popular due to limitations 

in their extendibility and also to their high implementation cost. Reversible 

V L C s are easy to implement, as a simple state machine can be used to generate 

and decode them. 

More importantly, reversible VLCs can be used to increase resilience to 

channel errors. The idea behind RVLCs is that decoding can be performed 

by processing the received motion vector part of the bit stream in the forward 

and reverse directions. If an error is detected while decoding in the forward 

direction, motion vector data is not completely lost as the decoder can pro

ceed in the reverse direction; this improves error resilience of the bit stream. 

Furthermore, the motion vector range is extended to up to ±256 pixels, de

pending on the picture size, as depicted in Table 2.1. This is very useful given 

the wide range of new picture formats available in H.263+. 

Advanced Intra C o d i n g mode (annex I) This mode improves compres

sion performance when a macroblock is coded in intra mode. In this mode, 

D C T coefficient prediction from neighboring blocks, a modified inverse quan-
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Figure 2.6: Neighboring blocks used for prediction in H.263+ advanced intra 
coding mode. 

tization of D C T coefficients and a separate V L C table for D C T coefficients are 

employed. Block prediction is performed using data from the same luminance 

or chrominance components (Y, Cr or Cb). As illustrated in Figure 2.6, one of 

three different prediction options can be signaled: DC only, vertical DC & A C , 

or horizontal DC & A C . The option that yields the best prediction is applied 

to all blocks of the subject macroblock. The difference coefficients, obtained 

by subtracting the predicted D C T coefficients from the original ones, are then 

quantized and scanned differently depending on the selected prediction option. 

Three scanning patterns are used: the basic zig-zag scan for DC only predic

tion, the alternate-vertical scan (as in MPEG-2) for horizontally predicted 

blocks or the alternate-horizontal scan for vertically predicted blocks. The 
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main part of the standard employs the same V L C table for coding all quan

tized coefficients. However, this table is designed for inter mode macroblocks 

and is not very effective for coding intra mode macroblocks. In intra mode 

macroblocks, larger coefficients with smaller runs of zeros are more common. 

Thus, advanced intra coding mode employs a new V L C table for encoding the 

quantized coefficients, a table that is optimized to global statistics of intra 

mode macroblocks. 

Deblocking Filter mode (annex J) This mode introduces a deblocking 

filter inside the coding loop. Unlike in post-filtering, predicted pictures are 

computed based on filtered versions of the previous ones. A filter is applied 

to the edge boundaries of the four luminance and two chrominance 8 x 8 

blocks. The filter is applied to a window of four edge pixels in the horizon

tal direction and it is then similarly applied in the vertical direction. The 

weight of the filter's coefficients depend on the quantizer step size for a given 

macroblock, where stronger coefficients are used for a coarser quantizer. This 

mode also allows the use of four motion vectors per macroblock, as specified 

in advanced prediction mode of H.263, and also allows motion vectors to point 

outside picture boundaries, as in unrestricted motion vector mode. The above 

techniques, as well as filtering, result in better prediction and a reduction in 

blocking artifacts. The computationally expensive overlapping motion com

pensation operation of advanced prediction mode is not used here in order to 

keep the additional complexity of this mode minimal. 
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Alternative Inter V L C mode (annex S) The V L C table designed for 

encoding quantized intra mode D C T coefficients in advanced intra coding mode 

can be used for encoding quantized inter mode D C T coefficients when this 

mode is enabled. Large quantized coefficients and small runs of zeros, typically 

present in intra mode blocks, become more frequent in inter mode when small 

quantizer step sizes are used. When bit savings are obtained, and the use of 

the intra mode V L C table can be detected at the decoder, the encoder will use 

the intra mode V L C table. 

Modified Quantization mode (annex T ) Modified quantization mode 

includes three features. First, it allows rate control methods more flexibil

ity by permitting the quantizer step size to be changed to any value at the 

macroblock layer. Second, it enhances chrominance quality by specifying a 

finer chrominance quantizer step size. Third, it improves picture quality by 

extending the range of representable quantized D C T coefficients, improving 

reconstruction quality for small quantizer step sizes. 

2.3 Layered Video Coding 

Layered video encoding is essential due to the growing interest in carrying 

video over the current non-uniform and sub-optimal network infrastructure. 

Layered video encoding was first proposed in [27]. A layered framework creates 

a flexible bitstream that can be manipulated at any point after it has been 

generated. This property is desirable in order to counter limitations that, in 
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the case of multi-point and multicast session, cannot be foreseen at the time 

of encoding. 

In layered video encoding algorithms, there are two main approaches to 

the prediction of enhancement layer information. The first approach uses only 

the base layer information to form the prediction [28]. This includes techniques 

such as re-quantization [29], multi-stage quantization [30], progressive coding 

[31] and more recently fine granularity scalability [32]. Since this approach 

completely ignores the high quality information available in the previous en

hancement layer reconstruction, it can result in repeated encoding of refine

ment information for persistent static image regions. Generally, this approach 

suffers from poor enhancement layer coding efficiency. The second approach 

relies only on the previous enhancement layer reconstruction to form the pre

diction [33, 34]. This approach completely ignores the information available 

in the current base layer reconstruction. As such, it performs poorly in the 

presence of certain types of motion, for example occlusions, which the base 

layer reconstruction will capture. Recently, layered video encoding algorithms 

having more flexible approaches to selecting the source for prediction have 

been proposed. In [35], a promising estimation-theoretic approach was intro

duced. This approach allows for switching the prediction of each transform 

coefficient between the corresponding reconstructed base layer coefficient or 

(motion compensated) reconstructed enhancement layer coefficient. Layered 

encoding, as supported in H.263+ [1] allows the source for prediction to be se

lected at the macroblock level. Prediction can be made from the corresponding 
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reconstructed base layer macroblock, a motion compensated macroblock from 

the previous enhancement layer reconstruction, or the linear interpolation of 

the two. For our work, we employ a fully standard-compliant H.263+ layered 

video encoding algorithm. 

Several researchers have focused on non-DCT approaches having inher

ently scalable properties, such as subband-based transform models [30, 36, 37, 

38]. Unfortunately, while these algorithms'perform well for still image coding, 

they usually suffer from inferior compression efficiency due to the difficulty of 

effectively including a good motion model within subband schemes. 

2.3.1 Types of Scalability 

There are three well-known types of scalablity. These are illustrated in Figure 

2.7. The first type, SNR scalability, is illustrated in Figure 2.7 (a). SNR 

scalability implies the creation of multi-rate bit streams. It allows for the 

recovery of coding error, or difference between an original picture and its 

reconstruction, in a reference layer by encoding this error as an enhancement 

layer, using a finer quantizer in the enhancement layer as compared to the 

reference layer. This additional information increases the SNR of the overall 

reproduced picture, hence the term SNR scalability. 

The second type of scalability, spatial scalability, is illustrate in Figure 

2.7 (b). It is essentially the same as SNR scalability except for the fact that 

a spatial enhancement layer attempts to recover the coding loss between an 

upsampled version of the decoded reconstructed reference layer picture and a 
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higher resolution version of the original picture. 

The third type, temporal scalability provides a mechanism for enhanc

ing perceptual quality by increasing the picture display rate. This is achieved 

via bi-directionally predicted frames, inserted between anchor frame pairs and 

predicted from either one or both of these anchor frames, as illustrated in 

Figure 2.7 (c). The resulting frames are never used as predictions for other 

frames. Therefore, they can be discarded without impacting picture quality 

of future frames, hence the temporal scalability feature. Note that while bi-

directionally predicted frames can improve compression performance, as com

pared to P pictures, they add complexity and increase storage requirements. 

We do not consider temporal scalability in this thesis. 

2.3.2 H.263+ Layered Video Coding, Scalability mode 

(annex O) 

In addition to the numerous optional modes discussed previously, H.263+ 

specifies an optional mode for layered coding. This mode specifies syntax 

to support SNR, spatial and temporal scalability capabilities. Further details 

on H.263+ layered encoding can be found in [39, 40, 41]. 

In either SNR or spatial scalability, the enhancement layer pictures are 

referred to as EI- or EP-pictures, as illustrated in Figure 2.7 (a) and (b). If the 

enhancement layer picture is upward predicted, from a picture in the reference 

layer, then the enhancement layer picture is referred to as an Enhancement-I 

(EI) picture. A picture that can be forward predicted from a previous en-
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Figure 2.9: Generalized block diagram for scalable hybrid M C - D C T video 
decoder. 

hancement layer picture or upward predicted from the reference layer picture 

is referred to as an Enhancement-P (EP) picture. The bilinear interpolation 

of the upward and forward predicted pictures is also permitted as a predic

tion option for EP-pictures. For both EI- and EP-pictures, upward prediction 

from the reference layer picture implies no motion vectors are required. In the 

case of forward prediction for EP-pictures, motion vectors are required. As 

stated above, H.263+ permits the source for prediction to be selected at the 

macroblock level. How to choose an appropriate coding mode for a particular 

block for enhancement layer prediction is one of the questions that this thesis 

attempts to answer, for both error-free and error-prone environments. 

A block diagram of a two-layered H.263+ video encoder is shown in 
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Figure 2.8 and the corresponding decoder is shown in Figure 2.9. The switches 

in the base layer represent the choice between the intra mode and inter mode. 

In the enhancement layer, the motion estimation stage is also provided with the 

base layer reconstruction. Therefore, for inter mode in the enhancement layer, 

a choice must also be made between the motion compensated enhancement 

layer reconstruction and the current base layer reconstruction. The input 

signals to the encoder at time n are re™ and x n for the base and enhancement 

layers respectively. In the case of SNR scalability, rcn = x\. For an error 

free-channel, — s n and r™ = s™. Thus, the only source of error between the 

original signal and the decoded and reconstructed signal is rcn — y£ = q£ for 

the base layer and re™ — y n = q™ for the enhancement layer, where q^ and q™ 

are the quantization errors for the base and enhancement layers respectively. 

However, in the case of packet loss, r r a = r™ = 0. The lost information 

should be concealed by the decoder. Therefore, = and y™ = c n , where 

c™ and c n are the blocks used for concealment in the base and enhancement 

layers respectively. These concealment errors may propagate temporally. For 

example, if we consider packet loss in the enhancement layer, the error for 

prediction from a previously concealed region will be xn
e — y™ = q™ + ( y ™ _ 1 — 

re™-1) = q™+(Cg-1— r r n _ 1 ) where the second term represents the additional error 

due to concealment. Therefore, when considering the distortion to determine 

an appropriate coding mode, we should consider the effects of prediction from 

potentially concealed regions as well as the potential cumulative effects of 

concealment. Note that, in the case of layered coding, for packet loss in the 
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Figure 2.10: Interpolation filters for spatial scalability. 

enhancement layer only, we can choose c™ = y"£ and it is reasonable to expect 

to be a good approximation of . 

As stated above, the only difference between SNR and spatial scalability 

is that a spatial enhancement layer attempts to recover the coding loss between 

an upsampled version of the reconstructed reference layer picture and a higher 

resolution version of the original picture. For example, if the reference layer 

has a QCIF resolution, and the enhancement layer has a common intermediate 

format (CIF) resolution, the reference layer picture must be scaled accordingly 

such that the enhancement layer picture can be appropriately predicted from 

it. The interpolation filters used to upsample the reference layer picture are 

explicitly defined in the standard and are illustrated in Figure 2.10. 
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2.4 Rate Distortion Optimized Video Coding 

Classical Rate-Distortion Theory 

The underlying philosophy of Shannon's pioneering work on rate-distortion 

theory [3, 42], namely the fundamental tradeoff between fidelity and rate in 

lossy coding systems, is the essence of many modern signal processing problems 

[7, 43], not the least of which is that of lossy image and video coding. 

Classical rate-distortion theory [44] is concerned with, for a given source 

distribution and distortion measure (or fidelity criteria) [45], bounding the 

region of achievable rate-distortion points, either 

• the minimum expected distortion achievable at a particular rate or 

• the minimum rate description required to achieve a particular distortion. 

The impact of rate-distortion theory on practical lossy source coding 

was not immediate [43]. The main obstacles, aside from the separation of 

research communities working in each field, were twofold. First, the theoretical 

bounds were derived using simple statistical models that did not accurately 

characterize real sources. Second, there was a feeling that implementation 

complexity (in terms of delay, memory, or computations) would be prohibitive, 

given the random coding arguments used to prove the theoretical results. In 

the past few decades, these problems have become less important, and the 

field of operational rate-distortion has emerged as a fundamental framework 

for practical coding system design. 
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Operational Rate-Distortion Optimization 

Operational rate-distortion optimization [7] is grounded in Shannon's philoso

phy of rate-distortion theory. In an operational rate-distortion framework, the 

encoder makes coding decisions based on the rate-distortion operating points 

that arise from applying particular choices of coding parameters. In sweeping 

through all possible combinations, for a given source and coding framework, 

an operational rate-distortion curve can be traced out. As the set of coding 

parameters is finite, the problem is essentially a discrete optimization. The 

operational rate-distortion bound is then the convex hull of the set of all oper

ating points. If operating points exist, then an achievable solution also exists, 

although this does not guarantee that the achievable solution is optimal. It 

is important to recognize the importance of the underlying operational model 

the coder employs. This operational model dictates the set of coding param

eters and admissible combinations thereof. A highly optimized model that is 

fundamentally poor, e.g. one which fails to efficiently capture the main char

acteristics of the source, can yield significantly inferior performance relative to 

an unoptimized model that is good. The operational rate-distortion problem 

can be stated more formally as follows: 

Given a constraint Rc, a coding parameter x e X, some constraint 
function R(x), and some objective function D(x) to be minimized, 
find 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 
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The constrained problem of (2.3) and (2.4) can be converted to an equivalent 

unconstrained problem using the discrete Lagrangian optimization formulation 

[46]. The problem then becomes [47]: 

For any A > 0, the solution a;*(A) to the unconstrained problem, 

min D(x) + \R(x), (2.5) 
x tX 

is also the solution to the constrained problem of (2.3) with the 
constraint Rc — i?(x*(A)). 

For a given value of A and a parameter choice x eX, the function (2.5) produces 

the corresponding cost, which we refer to as the Lagrangian cost, or simply the 

Lagrangian, from here-on. For a given A, we can test all permissible choices 

of xeX from which a choice x*(A) that minimizes (2.5) can be selected. For 

A = 0, minimizing (2.5) is equivalent to minimizing the distortion only. For 

A —> oo, minimizing (2.5) is equivalent to minimizing the rate. As we sweep 

A from 0 to oo, we obtain operating points having different rate-distortion 

tradeoffs, where a given value of A represents a specific operating point on the 

rate-distortion curve. 

Applications to Video Coding 

Operational rate-distortion optimization was first applied to source coding in 

[47, 48] and has been widely applied since. In hybrid M C - D C T video coding, 

the task is to choose, for each coding unit, the most efficient coded represen

tation in a rate-distortion sense. The coding unit is generally chosen to be a 

macroblock. In the case of lossy video coding, the set of coding parameters for 
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a coding unit includes the motion vectors, quantizer step size, and the coding 

mode. The selection of one combination from the set of these parameters con

stitutes the discrete optimization discussed above and can be solved optimally 

using principles of operational rate-distortion optimization. 

A complicating factor in the optimization framework is the dependen

cies between parameters selected from one coding unit to the next and from 

one frame to the next. The former is due to the differential encoding of these 

parameters between coding units, while the latter is a result of the inherent 

dependencies in a predictive coding framework. In the majority of the litera

ture, various simplifications are made such that the optimization task remains 

tractable. For example, a common assumption is that inter-frame dependen

cies can be ignored, in the sense that the selection of optimal parameters for 

frame n assumes that the optimal parameters for frame n — 1 have already 

been determined. Clearly, the benefit of this assumption is significantly re

duced complexity and encoding delay. We propose and quantify the reduction 

in complexity for several simplifications in Chapter 4. The modified optimiza

tion algorithm selects a locally optimal set of parameters. 

The Lagrangian parameter A can be selected in many ways. It would be 

beneficial to be able to select the value of A a priori, such that a known rate 

constraint could be closely matched. Given the known monotonicity property 

between A and rate, one solution is the bisection algorithm [49]. However, this 

usually requires several encoding iterations with different values of A until the 

target rate is matched. In [50] a least mean squares (LMS) adaptation [51] 
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approach is employed to update A using 

A(t) = A ( t - l ) + ( 
Rc 

1), (2.6) 
R(t - 1) 

where Rc is the target rate and R(t — 1) is the actual rate for encoding the 

previous frame. Another technique for setting A using a feedback approach is 

presented in [52], where A is a function of the current buffer state. In [53] A is 

controlled using the recursion formula 

where s(t — l) denotes the actual buffer fullness and s* denotes the ideal desired 

buffer fullness, which is usually one-half. In [54], a relationship between the 

quantizer step size Q and A was presented 

where c is a constant that depends on the coding framework. This relation

ship is obtained by recording the quantizer step size Q that minimizes the 

Lagrangian for a given fixed value of A. For constant bit rate (CBR) applica

tions, this framework depends on another mechanism to adapt Q appropriately 

such that the rate constraint is satisfied. This method clearly eliminates the 

need to search for the optimal operating point. In Chapter 4, such an approach 

is investigated for the dependent layered coding framework of this thesis. Mod

els are developed to control the Lagrangian parameter for enhancement layer 

frames with reduced complexity. 

Rate-distortion optimized motion estimation has been widely studied 

in the literature. In [55] rate-distortion optimization for variable block-size 

s(t-l) 
(2.7) 
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motion estimation algorithms is proposed. Ignoring macroblock dependencies, 

a multi-level quadtree structure is constructed for each (largest possible) block 

size. The rate-distortion optimal motion vector is found for the largest pos

sible block. Then rate-distortion optimal motion vectors are found for each 

sub-block of the quadtree structure. Taking into consideration the associ

ated rate to describe the quadtree structure, Lagrangian costs for all possible 

blocks in the quadtree are computed. From this, the optimal block sizes and 

associated motion vectors are selected. In [56, 50] a rate-distortion optimal 

macroblock coding mode selection algorithm, formulated as a dynamic pro

gramming problem [57], is proposed for an H.263 video encoder. A trellis is 

constructed for each row of macroblocks, where each stage represents a mac

roblock and each node represents a particular choice of coding mode and quan

tizer level. To reduce complexity, the quantizer level is not permitted to change 

between nodes. The branches account for the dependency between the coding 

mode and motion vector rate components. In [54] the algorithm is extended 

to incorporate rate-distortion optimized motion estimation. Furthermore, a 

new approach for selecting A, using (2.8), is presented. This framework is 

then employed to analyze the rate-distortion tradeoffs in a sophisticated M C -

D C T video encoder based on H.263+. In [58, 59] a rate-distortion optimized 

motion estimation algorithm formulated as a dynamic programming problem 

is presented. Assuming one-dimensional differential encoding of motion vec

tors, a trellis is constructed where each stage represents a macroblock, each 

node represents a particular motion vector choice (with corresponding resid-
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ual) and each branch represents the dependency introduced by the motion 

vector rate component. In [58] the algorithm is extended to accommodate 

variable block size motion compensation. In [60, 61, 62] a rate-distortion op

timized bit allocation between motion and residual encoding formulated as a 

dynamic programming problem is presented. Assuming 1-D differential en

coding of motion vectors, a multi-level trellis is constructed, where each level 

represents a quadtree segmentation of the previous level, each node represents 

a particular motion vector and quantizer choice for the block size determined 

by the level. The branches between nodes within a level represent the de

pendency introduced by the motion vector rate component while the branches 

between nodes in different levels represent the dependency introduced by both 

the motion vector rate and the segmentation overhead components. In [63] 

a rate-distortion optimized motion estimation and mode decision algorithm 

is presented. Using well-known training techniques [64], quantizer dependent 

parametric functions are obtained to approximate the rate for encoding a pre

diction error block given the obtained motion estimation distortion measure. 

The parameter A is selected by preprocessing a portion of the input sequence 

and estimating the rate-distortion curve. This work is extended in [53] to 

study the impact of the dependency introduced by the motion vector rate 

component. Various motion vector prediction techniques are evaluated within 

a rate-distortion optimized H.263 encoder. The well-known median prediction 

is found to yield the best performance and permits a constrained search area 

to be employed for motion estimation. A novel fast-search pattern that ex-
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ploits this constraint is presented and is demonstrated to be significantly more 

efficient the the exhaustive search algorithm with little or no degradation in 

rate-distortion performance. Moreover, a new approach for selecting A, using 

(2.7), is presented. 

Rate-distortion optimized quantization has also been studied. Here, the 

goal is to select the rate-distortion optimal quantizer output level given the 

input level. In [48, 65], this is achieved by biasing the decision thresholds 

towards lower rates. In [66], an iterative greedy algorithm prunes quantized 

D C T coefficients by minimizing that ratio of increase in distortion to decrease 

in bit rate. This technique is also employed in the H.263 reference model 

[67]. In current video coding standards, the quantized transform coefficients 

are zig-zag scanned and run-length coded, as described above. This leads 

to a complex rate inter-dependency between neighboring levels. In [68, 69] 

this complexity is addressed using a trellis-based rate-distortion optimization 

technique, where each stage of the trellis represents a coefficient position and 

each node represents a specific run and level for the coefficient in that position. 

Operational Rate-Distortion Optimization for Layered Coding Frame

works 

For a layered coding framework, choices made for the coding parameters for 

the independent base layer will have an impact not only on neighboring cod

ing units and subsequent frames, but also on the corresponding frame in the 

dependent enhancement layer. In [70], the bit allocation problem is addressed 

for both temporally and spatially dependent coding frameworks. We do not 
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consider temporal dependencies in this thesis, due to the enormous complexity 

of such schemes. However, the spatial dependencies are of great interest, as 

they affect the error-recovery performance of the system. 

Beginning from the solution to the optimal independent allocation case 

[47], where all coding units operate at a constant slope A on their operational 

rate-distortion curves, the general problem can be posed as follows: 

Without loss of generality, consider a two-layer dependency, where 
the rate-distortion operating points for the second layer are depen
dent on the choice of coding parameters made in the first layer. 
Given a constraint Rc, coding parameters x\, x2eX, some con
straint functions R\(x\) and R2(xi, X2), and some objective func
tion to be minimized Di(xi) and D2(x\, x2), fin& D(x) to be mini
mized, find 

The constrained problem of (2.9) and (2.10) can-be converted to an equivalent 

unconstrained problem using the discrete Lagrangian optimization formulation 

[46]. The problem then becomes [47]: 

For any A > 0 ; the solution x\(\) and x^(A) to the unconstrained 

subject to (2.9) 

(2.10) 

problem, 

(2.12) 

J2(x1,x2) = w2D2(xx,x2) + \R2(x1,x2), (2.13) 
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is also the solution to the constrained problem of (2.9) with the 
constraint R\(x\) -f R2(x\1X2) < Rc. 

Again, as A is swept from 0 to oo, the convex hull of the rate-distortion curve 

for the dependent allocation problem is traced out. The search for x\(\) and 

^ ( A ) is done by, for the given value A, finding the optimal solution, for all 

choices X\ of the independent layer layer, x^Xi), which "lives" at the absolute 

slope A on the dependent layer rate-distortion curve associated with x\ [70]. 

It is straightforward to extend this results to AMayer dependencies. 

The dependency between the base and enhancement layers, D\ and D2, 

is critical. As such, additional constraints must be placed on the base layer. 

Otherwise, if only the full-resolution distortion D2 is minimized under the total 

rate constraint, Ri(xi) + R2(xi, x2) < i? c , the resulting base layer quality may 

be unacceptable. Therefore, an additional constraint on the base layer bit rate 

is imposed, 

Ri(xi) < RC1- (2.14) 

In a sense, this is sacrificing a small amount of the enhancement layer quality 

to ensure acceptable base layer quality. To achieve this, at optimality, each 

layer must operate at its own constant slope, Ai and X2. The base layer should 

then just satisfy the added constraint (2.14), operating at its constant slope. 

A l l remaining bits should then be allocated to the enhancement layer, again 

operating at its own constant slope. This guarantees that, for the particular 

allocation to the base layer, no better distortion performance can be achieved. 
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Similarly, for the particular allocation to the enhancement layer, given the 

allocation to and optimality of the base layer, no better distortion performance 

can be achieved. This also has the added benefit of greatly reducing the 

complexity of the optimization task, as it removes the need to consider spatial 

dependencies, i.e. the minimization should be performed independently for 

each layer [70]. 

2.5 Error Resilient Video Coding and Trans

port 

Error resilient, or robust, video communications is essential due to the grow

ing interest in carrying video over the current non-uniform and sub-optimal 

network infrastructure. In the case of packet-switched networks, network con

gestion and buffer overflow inevitably lead to packets being delayed and dis

carded. Approaches to recover from packet loss can be broadly categorized as 

closed-loop, for example retransmission protocols, and open-loop, for exam

ple forward-error correction (FEC) techniques. However, in some scenarios a 

closed-loop approach may not be possible, for example in some multi-point or 

multicast sessions. Therefore we consider only an open-loop approach. 

The simplest and most popular open-loop methods to recover from 

packet loss rely on the decoder alone to perform error concealment through 

post-processing [6]. These methods can be broadly classified into spatial and 

temporal domain approaches [71]. Unfortunately, under anything more than 
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very light losses, such methods are not sufficient to provide acceptable qual

ity video. Under medium to heavy losses, the encoder and decoder quickly 

lose synchronization, leading to rapid and devastating spatio-temporal error 

propagation. 

One solution is to include some form of pro-active error recovery in the 

system. This can be in the form of adding controlled source coding redundancy, 

channel coding redundancy or some combination of the two. However, until 

the affected regions are updated without motion information, i.e. through 

intra-coding, the encoder and decoder will remain unsynchronized. Because 

coding in intra mode is expensive, in terms of the number of bits required. 

Various approaches have been proposed for selecting the appropriate amount 

of intra mode coding [72, 73, 74]. Residual loss effects can then be concealed 

by the source decoder. 

In this section we first discuss the general issues of packet video com

munications. We then describe the effects of packet loss. We highlight the 

main techniques for robust video communications, paying particular attention 

to techniques closely related to those proposed in this thesis. 

2.5.1 Packet Video Communications 

It is well-known that packet-switching increases utilization of a physical chan

nel, by permitting multiplexing of many different connections. However, this 

inevitably leads to delays and packets may even be dropped under heavy con

gestion. For best-effort packet networks such as the Internet, there exist no 
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quality-of-service (QoS) mechanisms to guarantee delivery of packets with a 

given fidelity. For traditional data communications applications, higher level 

protocols like T C P / I P are necessary to guarantee end-to-end delivery. How

ever, for real-time or delay sensitive media, such as audio and video, the end-

to-end latency incurred from TCP's retransmission delays are unacceptable. 

Therefore, U D P / I P is the protocol of choice. U D P provides no guarantee of 

end-to-end delivery. Thus, the video communications system must be robust 

to delay and packet loss. 

For handling data having a real-time constraint, in addition to UDP, 

the Internet draft real-time transport protocol (RTP) [75] is employed. RTP 

requires that packets contain real-time information such as time-stamp, se

quence number and payload data type. Typically, for each different media 

type, a separate payload specification is required, such as [76, 77] for H.263 

and H.263+ data respectively. It is important to recognize that RTP does not 

provide any mechanism to guarantee QoS or real-time delivery. However the 

sequence numbers allow for easy detection of packet loss. This comes at the 

expense of additional channel rate. For example, the packetization overhead 

for I P / U D P / R T P headers is approximately forty bytes per packet. 

Note that we can actually categorize two types of transmission errors, 

random bit errors and erasures. For the Internet, the bit error rate is effectively 

zero. Furthermore, in the case of random bit errors in V L C s , the bits following 

the bit in error may not be decodeable, effectively resulting in an erasure. 

Therefore we consider only erasures, i.e. packet loss, in this thesis. 
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or eliminate the extent of error propagation, otherwise the visual quality can 

degrade significantly and rapidly. 

2.5.3 Error Resilient Video Communication Techniques 

In this section, we discuss relevant error resilient video coding and transport 

techniques in more detail. We classify the techniques according to whether 

the encoder or decoder play the primary role [6]. For the first class, forward 

error concealment techniques, the source and/or channel encoders play the 

primary role. For the second class, post-processing techniques, the decoders 

play the primary role. In this dissertation, we do not consider interactive 

error concealment techniques, that rely on cooperation between the encoder 

and decoder, as they may not suitable for certain scenarios, for example some 

multi-point or multicast sessions. 

Forward Error Concealment 

Forward error concealment techniques rely on the source and/or channel coder 

to play the primary role to simplify the error concealment task at the decoder. 

Typically this is accomplished by introducing a controlled amount of redun

dancy to the system, via the source and/or channel coder. We now review 

popular error resilient video communication techniques that are related to 

those proposed in this thesis. 

Layered Coding With Transport Prioritization Techniques To date 

this has been the most popular and effective scheme for providing a robust 
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video communications system [6]. As described in Section 2.3, the video infor

mation is partitioned into two or more layers. It is clear that layered coding 

must be combined with some sort of transport prioritization to combat channel 

errors such that the base layer, containing the highest priority data, is deliv

ered with higher reliability. Prioritization can be achieved in several ways. 

First, the network itself may support transport prioritization as is the case for 

A T M . In a wireless environment, transport prioritization can be achieved by 

using different levels of power to transmit the individual layer streams. F i 

nally, transport prioritization can be achieved by adding different amounts of 

F E C to the individual layer streams, i.e. unequal error protection. 

Layered coding with transport prioritization was first introduced for 

video in [27], where the base layer data, based on hybrid D P C M - D C T coding, 

is transmitted as high priority using a guaranteed QoS over A T M networks. 

Enhancement layer data based on D P C M is transmitted as low priority. In 

[29], the coding efficiency of the overall system is improved by replacing the 

base layer coder with a standard H.261 [23] coder. In [78], a layered network 

architecture model is discussed to support packet video communications. Us

ing a non-motion adaptive 3-D subband coder, baseband data is transmitted 

with high priority while non-baseband data is transmitted as low priority. Pri

oritization is simulated by applying different packet loss rates to the high and 

low priority packets. In [79] a multi-resolution joint source/channel coder, 

based on 3-D spatio-temporal pyramid decomposition and embedded trellis

coded modulation (TCM) [80] is proposed. The resulting spatio-temporally 
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subsampled image sequence constitutes high priority data while residual im

ages, following spatial and temporal interpolation, produce additional layers 

which are considered low priority. The T C M scheme allows for two-level em

bedding, hence two priority levels. In [81], a pyramid coder that employs a 

standard H.261 [23] coder in the base layer and a separate motion compen

sation loop in the enhancement layer is presented. The delivery of base layer 

data is assumed to be guaranteed thus it is high priority, while enhancement 

layer data is considered low priority. In [82] the performance of MPEG-2 [83] 

SNR scalability, spatial scalability and data partitioning for A T M networks is 

discussed. Prioritization is simulated assuming that the delivery of base layer 

data is guaranteed while enhancement layer data is subject to random cell 

loss. This leads to a discussion of data partitioning. 

Data Partitioning Data partitioning is a form of layered coding that usu

ally does not encode new information. It re-orders and/or separates elements 

of the data stream such that elements of similar importance or priority are 

grouped together. This is beneficial as an appropriate priority can then be 

assigned to such a group based on the importance of the contained elements, 

relative to the importance of the elements in the other groups. 

In [84], data partitioning of D C T coefficients in an M C - D C T coder is 

studied for A T M networks. The partitioning is performed both on a fixed rate 

threshold and a fixed energy threshold. The low frequency coefficients that 

fall within the threshold are included as high priority data while the remaining 

coefficients are considered low priority data. In [85] a quadtree D P C M - D C T 
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progressive transmission scheme is proposed. Based on a threshold, it is deter

mined whether or not an image region is further decomposed. The resulting 

low frequency coefficients are included as high priority data while the remain

ing high frequency coefficients are considered low priority data. Prioritization 

is simulated using different packet loss rates for high and low priority pack

ets. In [86] fixed position coefficient segmentation is proposed for MPEG-1 

[87] video on A T M networks to generate four partitions. Each partition is 

considered to have a different priority. Prioritization is simulated by applying 

different packet loss rates to the different partitions. In [88] an adaptive algo

rithm for partitioning D C T coefficients from a D P C M - D C T coder is proposed 

for transmitting high quality video on A T M networks. The algorithm considers 

the amount of energy contained in a subset of low frequency coefficients. The 

low frequency coefficients are included as high priority data using guaranteed 

QoS. 

Recently, video coding standards have recognized the benefits of data 

partitioning in addition to layered coding. Data partitioning is particularly 

interesting for wireless environments, where transmission errors occur but the 

bit rate requirements of SNR or spatial scalability may not be acceptable. 

In [82] MPEG-2 data partitioning is analyzed. H.263 Version 3 will likely 

include a mode to support data partitioning [89], and preliminary results were 

presented in [90]. Also, MPEG-4 [2] includes a data partitioning mode as part 

of its error resilience tools [91]. 
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Forward E r r o r Correc t ion Techniques F E C is a well-known technique 

in data communications for error detection and correction [92]. It involves the 

transmission of redundant data with the original data so that, if some of the 

original data is lost, it can be recovered from the redundant data. The amount 

of redundant information is typically small, as F E C introduces overhead in the 

form of increased channel rate, so that the F E C remains efficient and does not 

reduce too severely the amount of channel rate usable by the source coder. 

Thus, the amount of F E C applied must be carefully selected, such that the 

benefits of its application, i.e. the amount of information receiver, prevails 

over the added rate it introduces, i.e. the amount of channel rate lost to the 

source coder. How to select an appropriate amount of F E C for a layered coding 

and transport framework in error-prone environments is another question we 

attempt to answer in this thesis. 

In [93, 88] an A T M cell loss and recovery mechanism is presented for 

low loss rates. Cells are arranged in a two-dimensional matrix. Error detection 

cells are generated from the rows of the matrix while error correction cells are 

generated from the columns of the matrix by applying simple X O R codes. 

In [94] another method for cell loss recovery in A T M networks is proposed. 

Reed-Solomon F E C cells are generated for a block of data cells. The proposed 

method is analyzed for different levels of network congestion, different code 

rates and different numbers of sources generating additional F E C data. 

Tempora l E r r o r Resil ience Temporal error resilience techniques can be 

employed to limit the effects of temporal error propagation. For example, it is 
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possible to use an earlier picture than the last decoded one for temporal pre

diction. This reference picture can be chosen to minimize error propagation. 

This can be done with or without a feedback channel, using reference picture 

selection mode, annex N of H.263 [1]. As stated above, we do not consider in

teractive error concealment techniques, as they may not be suitable for certain 

multi-point or multicast sessions. Thus, we discuss only the sub-mode of an

nex N that does not require a feedback channel. This sub-mode is commonly 

referred to as video redundancy coding. In addition to video redundancy cod

ing, we discuss one other approach to increase temporal error resilience. This 

approach works by introducing a controlled amount of intra-mode encoding to 

increase temporal error resilience. 

Video redundancy coding improves temporal error resilience using mul

tiple prediction options without the use of a feedback channel [95]. The prin

ciple of video redundancy coding is to divide the sequence of pictures into 

two or more threads, with each thread coded independently. The frame rate 

within one thread is much lower than the overall frame rate, which leads to a 

substantial coding efficiency penalty. At regular intervals, all threads converge 

into what is referred to as a sync frame. From this sync frame, a new thread 

series is started. Note that the sync frame is encoded within each thread, 

i.e. there is more than one representation of the picture scene at the same 

temporal instant. When this mode is employed and multiple adjacent pictures 

in the bitstream having the same temporal reference are received by the de

coder, the decoder regards this as an indication that multiple representations 
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of the same picture scene content have been sent and it ignores all but the first 

representation. Thus, if one of these threads is damaged because of a packet 

loss, the remaining threads stay intact and can be used to predict the next 

sync frame. Experimental results [95] show that video redundancy coding with 

three threads and three pictures per thread provides good video quality for a 

picture loss rate of 20%. 

Another simple and popular technique to avoid error propagation in 

the temporal direction is to increase the frequency of intra-mode encoding. 

Because coding in the intra-mode is expensive, in terms of the number of bits 

required, various approaches have been proposed for selecting the appropriate 

amount of intra-mode encoding. One simple approach is to encode macroblocks 

with the intra-mode in a random pattern [96, 97]. Another method was pro

posed in [72], where only blocks with high activity are coded in the intra-mode. 

In [98, 74] feedback information is used to select the encoding mode. This ap

proach incorporates knowledge of the motion compensation error propagation 

and the error concealment method employed. In [73], rate-distortion theory 

is employed to determine when to encode with the intra-mode based on both 

the source coding distortion and the expected concealment distortion. In all 

cases, residual loss effects can then be concealed by the source decoder. 

E r r o r Concealment by Post-Processing 

For these techniques, the decoder plays the primary role in error concealment. 

These methods typically rely on estimation and interpolation for performing 

the concealment and can be broadly classified into spatial and temporal do-
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main approaches [6, 71]. Most of these techniques seek to exploit an assumed 

spatial and temporal smoothness occurring in natural images and image se

quences. Spatial domain approaches attempt to estimate missing pixels from 

neighboring spatial information. Temporal domain approaches employ mo

tion compensation to reconstruct missing pixels from information in previ

ously reconstructed frames. In this thesis, we consider only temporal domain 

approaches. Next, we review well-known temporal domain approaches to post

processing error concealment that are related to those proposed in this thesis. 

M o t i o n Compensated Tempora l P red ic t ion Techniques A simple con

cealment method would replace lost blocks with the spatially corresponding 

blocks in the previously decoded frame. This is satisfactory for low activity 

blocks, however it can produce objectionable artifacts under high motion and 

non-motion changes. Concealment can be improved by replacing lost blocks 

with motion compensated blocks. If motion vector information is unavail

able, it must be estimated as described below. Note that motion compensated 

temporal prediction can still produce objectionable artifacts if for example, 

the block being concealed was coded in intra mode due to high motion or 

non-motion changes. 

Recovery of C o d i n g Modes and M o t i o n Vectors In the case where cod

ing mode and motion vector information is lost they must first be estimated. 

Using the assumption of spatial and temporal smoothness, they can be esti

mated from spatially and/or temporally neighboring blocks. Several estimates 
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have been proposed, for example using the average, median and maximum a 

posteriori (MAP) estimates, or a side matching criterion [71]. In [99], it was 

found that using the median estimate for motion compensation yielded better 

subjective quality than the averaging technique. This is also the technique 

employed in the H.263 Test Model [67]. Therefore, in this thesis we employ 

the median estimate. In this approach, the motion vector for the missing block 

is set to the median value of the motion vectors from the blocks to the left, 

above and above right of the missing block. If no motion vectors are available 

in these positions, the estimated motion vector is set to (0,0). Note that in 

the case of layered coding, motion information can also be estimated from the 

corresponding base layer reconstruction. Enhancement layer temporal domain 

error concealment is another topic we address in this thesis. 

2.6 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we have reviewed low bit rate video encoding algorithms, H.263 

algorithms in particular. We discussed layered video encoding. We reviewed 

operational rate-distortion optimization techniques within the context of video 

coding. Finally, we highlighted the most popular techniques for robust video 

communications. 
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Chapter 3 

Efficient Layered Video Coding 

in Error-Free Environments 

In this chapter, our main goal is to develop algorithms for efficient layered video 

encoding in error-free environments. We first evaluate the effectiveness of the 

key system parameters for layered video encoding. This not only provides valu

able insight into the relative importance of the various technical features, it 

also motivates our rate-distortion optimization algorithm. We then determine 

an upper bound on the rate-distortion performance for layered video encoding. 

This is an important contribution of our work. Next, the general formulation 

for our layered video encoding algorithm for error-free environments is pre

sented. This algorithm is the main contribution of the chapter. It is based on 

the principles of operational rate-distortion optimization and is demonstrated 

to achieve significant improvement in rate-distortion performance. Further

more, we distinguish between overhead and data elements in the enhancement 
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layer bit stream. While the rate-distortion optimization algorithm is shown 

to improve the coding efficiency of data elements, it does not directly address 

the coding efficiency of overhead elements. Therefore, we present a detailed 

analysis of coding overhead inherent in the layered bit stream. We conclude 

the chapter with a study of the effects of the allocation of the total video bit 

rate between the base and enhancement layers. 

3.1 Motivation 

In Chapter 2, the key technical features of M C - D C T video encoding in gen

eral, and H.263+ in particular, that will be employed throughout this thesis 

were presented. To appreciate the effectiveness of these technical features, we 

illustrate the source coding performance as they are added incrementally to a 

video encoder whose operational mode is rate-distortion optimized. Following 

the approach in [54], we illustrate the encoding options as follows: 

• intra mode only: Each macroblock is coded independently, similar to 

J P E G [100]. 

• intra and skipped mode: A macroblock can be coded in the intra mode or 

replaced by the macroblock at the same spatial location in the previously 

decoded frame. 

• intra, skipped, and inter mode with (0,0) motion vector: A macroblock 

can be coded in the intra mode, skipped mode, or as a combination of 

the predicted macroblock in the previously decoded frame, displaced by 
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the (0,0) motion vector, along with D C T coding of the prediction error 

block. 

intra, skipped and inter mode with integer-pel accuracy motion vector: A 

macroblock can be coded in the intra mode, skipped mode, or as a com

bination of the predicted macroblock in the previously decoded frame, 

displaced by an integer-pel accuracy motion vector, along with D C T 

coding of the prediction error block. 

intra, skipped and inter mode with half-pel accuracy motion vector: A 

macroblock can be coded in the intra mode, skipped mode, or as a com

bination of the predicted macroblock in the previously decoded frame, 

displaced by an half-pel accuracy motion vector, along with D C T coding 

of the prediction error block. 

intra, skipped, inter and inter^v mode with half-pel accuracy motion 

vectors: A macroblock can be coded in the intra mode, skipped mode, or 

as a combination of the predicted macroblock in the previously decoded 

frame, displaced by one or four half-pel accuracy motion vector, along 

with D C T coding of the prediction error block. 

intra, skipped, inter and inter^v mode with half-pel accuracy motion 

vectors and all additional H.263 optional modes: This is the same as the 

previous coder. In addition H.263 Annexes D, F, I, J , S and T [1] as 

described in Section 2.2.2 are enabled. 
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Figure 3.1: PSNR versus total bit rate, (a) FOREMAN and (b) COASTGUARD, 
QCIF, 10 fps, for the incremental addition of key technical features. 
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Sequence Resolutions Motion Activity Spatial Detail 
M O T H E R A N D D A U G H T E R 

A K I Y O 

H A L L M O N I T O R 

C O N T A I N E R S H I P 

F O R E M A N 

N E W S 

S I L E N T V O I C E 

C O A S T G U A R D 

QCIF and CIF 
QCIF and CIF 
QCIF and CIF 
QCIF and CIF 
QCIF and CIF 
QCIF and CIF 
QCIF and CIF 
QCIF and CIF 

low 
low 
low 
low 
medium 
medium 
low 
low 

low 
low 
low 
low 
low 
low 
medium 
medium 

Table 3.1: A list and associated characteristics of well accepted video sequences 
used for testing within the low bit rate video communications research com
munity. 

Results are shown in Figure 3.1 for two video sequences, F O R E M A N and 

C O A S T G U A R D . In all cases where motion vectors are permitted, an exhaustive 

search algorithm is employed. A l l sequences consist of 300 frames, of which 

every third frame is coded, resulting in 100 coded frames. These sequences are 

representative of a set of sequences commonly used and well accepted within 

the low bit rate video communications research community. A list of these 

sequences and their characteristics is provide in Table 3.1 and the first frame 

of each sequence is shown in Figure 3.2. 

Throughout this thesis, average peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is 

used as a distortion measure. For each color component, the PSNR is calcu

lated as 

where M is the number of samples and 0{ and r,- are the amplitudes of the 

original and reconstructed pictures respectively. The denominator is simply 

2552 
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the mean squared error (MSE). The average PSNR for a frame is computed as 

the weighted sum (4:1:1) of the PSNR for the luminance and two chrominance 

components. The average PSNR for the sequence is calculated as the average 

of the individual frame PSNRs. Alternatively, we could compute the PSNR 

for the frame with M representing the total number of pixels including the 

luminance and both chrominance components. Similarly, we could compute 

the PSNR for the sequence with M representing to total number of pixels 

including the luminance and both chrominance components of all frames. A l 

though the M S E does not always correlate well to subjective quality, it is the 

most widely accepted objective quality measure in the image and video coding 

research communities. Recently, there has been significant activity through 

the image and video coding standardization efforts to determine and recom

mend an objective measure for subjective quality. It is interesting to note that 

the results of the initial phase of this testing indicate that PSNR performance 

is statistically equivalent to, or better than, the performance of other more 

sophisticated methods that were proposed [101]. 

From Figure 3.1 it is clear that the rich set of available coding parame

ters substantially improves coding efficiency. We observe as much as a factor 

of four increase in coding efficiency between the encoder employing only the 

intra mode and the encoder employing the full set of permissible encoding 

options. 

Figure 3.3 illustrates how a less-sophisticated selection of coding param

eters from the same available set fails to encode the same data as efficiently. In 
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this figure, we compare one encoder whose operational mode is rate-distortion 

optimized to another less-sophisticated encoder. The operational mode of the 

less sophisticated encoder is based on thresholds [67]. For mode decision it em

ploys the minimum integer-pel SAD from motion estimation, where the (0,0) 

integer-pel motion vector is reduced by 100 to bias the decision towards the 

skipped mode. This SAD is used to determine whether or not to encode the 

macroblock in the intra mode as follows: 

W < min{SADinteger-.peiil6xl6} - 500 (3.2) 

When this holds, the intra mode is selected as the encoding mode for the 

macroblock. When this does not hold, the inter mode and the interJ^v mode 

are then tested. For the inter mode, half-pel accuracy motion estimation is 

performed around the given integer-pel 16x16 motion vector. For the interJ^v 

mode, the motion vectors are found by performing half-pel accuracy motion 

estimation, obviously on 8x8 blocks, also around the given integer-pel 16x16 

motion vector. The interJ^v mode is selected if the sum of the minimum half-pel 

SADS for the component 8x8 blocks is less than the minimum half-pel SAD 

for the 16x16 macroblock as follows: 

3 
£ rnin{SADb^_pelj8x8} < min{SADhalf_pel>16xl6} - 200 

block=0 

(3.3) 

Finally, if the inter mode is selected and the motion vectors and quantized 

D C T coefficients are all zero, the macroblock is encoded in skipped mode. 

From Figure 3.3, we can conclude that rate-distortion optimization im

proves coding efficiency, in this case yielding around a 10% reduction in bit 
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rate, or 0.5 dB increase in PSNR. Obtaining such gains within a layered en

coding framework is an important goal of our work. 

Not surprisingly, in the case of a layered encoding framework, the need 

for a rich set of coding parameters is further pronounced. For example, while 

the primary objective of enhancement layer data is to refine base layer data, 

repeatedly encoding the same error signal for base layer blocks is not optimal 

in a rate-distortion sense. In fact, this leads to over-coding in the enhancement 

layer for persistent static regions. Moreover, enhancement layer frames exhibit 

a similarly high degree of temporal correlation as their base layer counterparts. 

Therefore, a significant improvement in coding efficiency can be realized by 

incorporating temporal prediction in the enhancement layer, as the previous 

enhancement layer data offers better quality of reconstruction. 

Recall from Section 2.3.2 that the source for prediction in the enhance

ment layer can be selected at the macroblock layer. This flexibility is well 

suited to the application of rate-distortion optimization techniques. 

We now study the key technical features of layered video encoding, using 

H.263+. We illustrate the coding performance as features are added incremen

tally to a video encoder who operational mode is rate-distortion optimized. In 

all cases, the same encoder, that supports the full set of permissible coding 

modes, is employed in the base layer, thus base layer streams are identical. 

For simplicity, we restrict the evaluation to two layers. We illustrate encoding 

options as follows: 
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upward mode only: Each macroblock is coded as a combination of the 

predicted macroblock from the corresponding reference layer frame along 

with D C T coding of the prediction error block. 

upward and skipped mode: A macroblock can be coded in upward mode or 

replaced by the macroblock at the same spatial location in the previously 

decoded enhancement layer frame. 

upward, skipped and inter mode with (0,0) motion vector: A macroblock 

can be coded in upward mode, skip mode, or as a combination of the pre

dicted macroblock in the previously decoded enhancement layer frame, 

displaced by the (0,0) motion vector, along with D C T coding of the 

prediction error block. 

upward, skipped and inter mode with integer-pel accuracy motion vector: 

A macroblock can be coded in upward mode, skip mode, or as a combina

tion of the predicted macroblock in the previously decoded enhancement 

layer frame, displaced by an integer-pel accuracy motion vector, along 

with D C T coding of the prediction error block. 

upward, skipped and inter mode with half-pel accuracy motion vector: A 

macroblock can be coded in upward mode, skip mode, or as a combina

tion of the predicted macroblock in the previously decoded enhancement 

layer frame, displaced by a half-pel accuracy motion vector, along with 

D C T coding of the prediction error block. 
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• upward, skipped, inter and bi-directional mode with half-pel accuracy 

motion vectors: A macroblock can be coded in upward mode, skip mode, 

inter mode, or as a combination of the average of the forward predicted 

macroblock from the previously decoded enhancement layer frame and 

the upward predicted macroblock from the corresponding reference layer 

frame, along with D C T coding of the prediction error block. 

• upward, skipped, inter and bi-directional mode with half-pel accuracy 

motion vectors and all additional H.263 optional modes: This is the 

same as the previous coder. In addition H.263 Annexes D, F, I, J , S and 

T [1] as described in Section 2.2.2 are enabled in the enhancement layer 

coder. 

Results for SNR scalability are illustrated in Figure 3.4 for two video 

sequences, FOREMAN and COASTGUARD. In all cases, the enhancement layer 

quantizer level is half that of the base layer. Results for spatial scalability 

are illustrated in Figure 3.5, for the same two video sequences. In all cases, 

the enhancement layer quantizer is identical to that of the base layer. Also, 

the spatial resolution of the enhancement layer is exactly twice that of the 

base layer. In all cases where motion vectors are permitted, an exhaustive 

search algorithm is employed. From the figures, it is clear that the rich set of 

available coding options significantly improves the efficiency of layered video 

encoding. We observe, for both SNR and spatial scalability, up to a factor of 

two increase in coding efficiency between the encoder that employs only the 

upward mode and the encoder that employs the full set of encoding options. It 
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Figure 3.4: PSNR versus total bit rate, (a) F O R E M A N and (b) COASTGUARD, 
• base layer QCIF, 10 fps, enhancement layer QCIF, 10 fps, for the incremental 
addition of technical features into a layered coder, SNR scalability. 
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Figure 3.5: PSNR versus total bit rate, (a) FOREMAN and (b) COASTGUARD, 
base layer QCIF, 10 fps, enhancement layer CIF, 10 fps, for the incremental 
addition of technical features into a layered coder, spatial scalability. 
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is worth noting that algorithms that employ only the base layer reconstruction 

for prediction [29, 30, 31, 32] achieve coding efficiency similar to that of the 

encoder employing only the upward mode for prediction. From Figure 3.4 

we see that for SNR scalability at high bit rates, little compression efficiency 

is sacrificed. However, as we have observed above, for SNR scalability (at 

low bit rates) and for spatial scalability, our rate-distortion optimized layered 

encoding algorithm provides up to a factor of two increase in coding efficiency 

compared to such algorithms. 

Figure 3.6 illustrates how a less optimized selection of coding parame

ters, from the same available set, fails to encode the combined base and SNR 

enhancement layer as efficiently. Similar results are illustrated for spatial scal

ability in Figure 3.7. The operational mode of the less-sophisticated layered 

encoder is also based on thresholds [67]. The base layer is encoded using the 

procedure described above. The enhancement layer mode decision employs the 

minimum integer-pel SAD from enhancement layer motion estimation, where 

the (0,0) integer-pel motion vector is again reduced by 100 to bias the de

cision towards the skipped mode. This SAD is used as above, to determine 

whether or not to encode the macroblock using the intra mode. If the in

ter mode is selected, half-pel accuracy motion estimation is performed around 

the given integer-pel 16x16 motion vector. Then, the upward mode and the 

bidirectional mode are considered. The order of preference for these modes is 

upward mode, inter mode, and bidirectional mode. The SADs for prediction 

for these additional modes are computed. A motion vector of (0,0) is implicit 
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Figure 3.6: PSNR versus total bit rate, (a) F O R E M A N and (b) C O A S T G U A R D 
base layer QCIF, 10 fps, enhancement layer QCIF, 10 fps, for unicast, simul 
cast, optimized and unoptimized SNR scalable coder. 
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Figure 3.7: PSNR versus total bit rate, (a) FOREMAN and (b) COASTGUARD, 
base layer QCIF, 10 fps, enhancement layer QCIF, 10 fps, for unicast, simul
cast, optimized and unoptimized spatial scalable coder. 
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in the upward mode. The bidirectional mode employs a bilinear interpolation 

of the upward mode prediction and the inter mode prediction (using the given 

half-pel motion vector). To reflect the order of preference, the upward mode 

SAD is reduced by 50, the inter mode SAD is unchanged, and the bidirectional 

mode SAD is increased by 100. The mode the yields the minimum SAD is 

selected as the encoding mode for the macroblock. Again, if the inter mode is 

selected and the motion vectors and quantized D C T coefficients are all zero, 

the macroblock is encoded in skipped mode. From Figure 3.6, we can conclude 

that rate-distortion optimization significantly improves coding efficiency in a 

layered encoding framework. 

In these figures, we have also illustrated the performance of unicast and 

simulcast encoding. For simulcast encoding, each representation (correspond

ing to each layer in the layered encoding framework) is encoded independently. 

As expected, layered encoding provides increased bandwidth efficiency relative 

to simulcast encoding. This is due to the reuse of reference layer information 

in the enhancement layer. Note that in some situations, layered encoding can 

result in decreased bandwidth efficiency relative to simulcast encoding [40]. 

This can occur when either too little or too much of the aggregate bit rate is 

devoted to the base layer. In the case of the former, the quality of the base 

layer is usually too low for the information to be useful in the enhancement 

layer. In the case of the latter, there is insufficient bit rate remaining for the 

enhancement layer to produce a good quality representation. 
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For unicast encoding, only the highest resolution representation (cor

responding to the top-most enhancement layer in the layered framework) is 

encoded. From Figures 3.6 and 3.7 it is evident that there is a clear decrease 

in bandwidth efficiency for layered encoding. This decreased efficiency is due 

to the less efficient encoding of both the overhead and data elements in the 

enhancement layer data stream [28, 41]. Thus, the upper bound on the rate-

distortion performance for layered encoding is the rate-distortion performance 

for non-layered encoding of the topmost enhancement layer. This makes sense 

given that the layered encoding framework we employ does not produce a fully 

embedded representation. 

3.2 Algorithm 

We now present the general formulation for our operational rate-distortion 

optimized encoding algorithm. Our goal is to select the best macroblock en

coding parameters, in a rate-distortion sense, including the motion vector, 

quantization step size, and encoding mode. Thus, for given block b in layer / 

of frame fc, we select the parameters that minimize the Lagrangian as follows: 

[46]. 

J{b, /, fc) = D(b, /, k) + A(Z, k)R(b, /, k). (3.4) 

We choose the Lagrangian rate-distortion functional as it provides an 

elegant framework for determining the optimal choice of motion vectors and 

prediction modes by weighting a distortion term against a resulting rate term 
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Coding Mode COD Quantizer Motion Vector D C T Side Information 
skipped 1 n/a n/a n/a none 
inter 0 n/a M V D residual C B P 
interq 0 D Q U A N T M V D residual C B P 
interJfv 0 n/a M V D 4 residual C B P 
inter^vq 0 D Q U A N T M V D 4 residual C B P 
intra 0 n/a n/a intra C B P 
intraq 0 D Q U A N T n/a intra C B P 

Table 3.2: Parameters for permissible coding modes for H.263 P-picture mac
roblocks. 

for a particular choice of coding parameters. Here, D is defined as some 

distortion measure, typically the sum of absolute error (S AE) or sum of squared 

error (SSE). R is defined as some rate measure, typically the resulting rate to 

encode the macroblock for a particular choice of coding parameters. 

Table 3.2 outlines the set of coding parameters for 3.4 for H.263 P-

picture macroblocks [1]. Similarly, Table 3.3 outlines the set of coding param

eters for 3.4 for H.263 EP-picture macroblocks [1]. 

If a macroblock is not coded, i.e. coded in the skipped mode, the COD 

parameter is set to 1, no further information is required, and the macroblock 

is replaced by the macroblock at the same spatial location in the previously 

decoded picture. This mode works well for image regions where there is little 

or no change relative to the previously decoded picture. In the inter and interq 

mode, one motion vector is transmitted (MVD) , along with the intra coded 

prediction error (residual) blocks. The difference is that in interq mode, the 

value of the quantizer is also changed at the macroblock level (DQUANT) . 
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This requires two additional signaling bits and is useful to compensate for 

prediction inaccuracies. In the inter^v and inter^vq mode, four motion vec

tors can be transmitted (MVD4) along with the prediction error blocks. This 

mode is useful for image regions with high motion activity. For image re

gions exhibiting non-motion activity, such as camera noise, occlusion, camera 

zoom and illumination changes or complex non-translational motion such as 

rotation, coding the macroblock content directly in the intra mode (intra), i.e. 

without prediction, can be more productive, thus the intra and intraq mode are 

beneficial. For all modes, except the skipped mode, side information must be 

provided to indicate which of the blocks contain non-zero D C T coded content, 

i.e. the coded block pattern (CBP). 

From Table 3.2 we see that seven Lagrangian values must be computed 

per macroblock to determine the encoding mode that yields the lowest La

grangian cost. In fact, this is further complicated as the inter and inter^v 

mode involve a joint optimization between each candidate motion vector and 

the resulting D C T coded prediction error block. In Chapter 4 we will show 

that the complexity of this task is prohibitive. To reduce this complexity, we 

decouple the motion estimation and mode decision process. For an algorithm 

that considers joint optimization of motion and prediction error block encod

ing, refer to [58, 59]. In our algorithm, we first select the motion vector that 

yields a minimum motion Lagrangian cost 

Jmotion^b, I, fc) — Dmotion(b, I, fc) -f- A m o j j 0 r l ( / , k^jRmonon{b, I, fc). 

(3.5) 
Then, using the obtained motion vector, the optimal coding mode is selected 
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Coding Mode COD Quantizer Motion Vector D C T Side Information 
skipped 1 n/a n/a n/a none 
inter-upward 0 n/a none residual C B P + M B T Y P E 
interq-upward 0 D Q U A N T none residual C B P + M B T Y P E 
inter-forward 0 n/a M V D residual C B P + M B T Y P E 
interq-forward 0 D Q U A N T M V D residual C B P + M B T Y P E 
inter-bidir 0 n/a M V D residual C B P + M B T Y P E 
interq-bidir 0 D Q U A N T M V D residual C B P + M B T Y P E 
intra 0 n/a n/a intra C B P + M B T Y P E 
intraq 0 D Q U A N T n/a intra C B P + M B T Y P E 

Table 3.3: Parameters for permissible coding modes for H.263 EP-picture 
macroblocks. 

by minimizing the Lagrangian 

Jmode(b, /, k) = Dmode(b, I, k) + A m o d e ( / , k)Rmode(b, /, k). (3.6) 

As part of the mode selection, the permissible quantizer values are considered. 

In this sense, the inter mode is essentially a sub-mode of the interq mode, for 

which the change in quantizer value relative to the previous macroblock is set 

to zero. 

From Table 3.3, we see that nine Lagrangian values must be computed 

per-macroblock to determine the encoding mode that yields the lowest La

grangian cost for enhancement layer pictures. In addition to the dependence 

between each candidate motion vector and the D C T coding of the prediction 

error block, another complicating factor is the dependence between encoding 

decisions made in each layer. The rate-distortion performance of a given en

hancement layer depends on that of its reference layer. To reduce complexity, 

we decouple the optimization process to be performed individually for each 
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layer..This simplification still yields a locally optimal solution, as discussed in 

Chapter 2. 

Returning to Figures 3.3, 3.6 and 3.7, we assess the performance gains 

that can be obtained by the rate-distortion optimized coding algorithm. From 

Figure 3.3 we see that the performance improvement achievable by rate-distortion 

optimization for a single layer is approximately 0.5 dB, or a 10 % reduction 

in bit rate. From Figure 3.6 we see that the performance of the layered, SNR 

scalable, coder is 0.5 - 1.0 dB lower than for unicast but up to 2.0 dB higher 

than for simulcast. Moreover, comparing the performance of the optimized 

and unoptimized layered coders, we see that the performance improvement is 

again up to 0.5 dB. From Figure 3.7 we see that the performance of the lay

ered, spatially scalable, coder is 0.5 - 1.0 dB lower than for unicast. However, 

the performance is up to 0.75 dB higher than simulcast. Moreover, comparing 

the performance of the optimized and unoptimized layered coders, we see that 

the improvement is again up to 0.5 dB. 

We can also observe that the rate-distortion performance gains are more 

pronounced for higher activity sequences. As the F O R E M A N sequence contains 

high motion, camera motion, and occlusions, a significant proportion of P-

picture macroblocks are coded in the intra mode in the unicast encoder, which 

encodes the sequence at CIF resolution. In the layered encoder, most of the 

intra mode coding is performed in the base layer. Therefore, blocks that are 

encoded in the intra mode by the unicast encoder can be, in the enhancement 

layer pictures of the layered encoder, predicted from the corresponding base 
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layer reconstruction. Still, as expected, none of the layered encoders can quite 

achieve the performance of the unicast encoders as, in addition to the inherent 

inefficiencies in the layering framework, rate-distortion optimization in the 

unicast encoder significantly reduces the number of macroblocks that are coded 

as intra. 

In Figures 3.8 and 3.9, we illustrate the rate-distortion performance 

of four layered encoders, for SNR and spatial scalability, respectively, that 

employ encoding algorithms in the base and enhancement layers as follows: 

• Base layer and enhancement layer not optimized 

• Base layer optimized, enhancement layer not optimized 

• Base layer not optimized, enhancement layer optimized 

• Base layer and enhancement layer optimized 

Of interest for SNR scalability is the observation that, in Figure 3.8, 

rate-distortion optimization in the base layer alone provides more gains, in 

terms of rate-distortion performance, than rate-distortion optimization in the 

enhancement layer alone. This is due to the fact that rate-distortion optimiza

tion in the base layer significantly reduces the amount of macroblocks encoded 

in the intra mode, which are the most expensive in terms of bits. On the 

other hand, in the enhancement layer, although the intra mode is a possible 

encoding mode, it is rarely used. This basically eliminates the potential for 

rate-distortion optimization in the enhancement layer to produce as significant 

savings as realized in the base layer. 
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Figure 3.8: PSNR versus total bit rate, (a) F O R E M A N and (b) C O A S T G U A R D , 

QCIF, 1 0 fps, for different combinations of optimization applied to the base 
and enhancement layers, SNR scalability. 
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Figure 3.9: PSNR versus total bit rate, (a) F O R E M A N and (b) C O A S T G U A R D , 
QCIF and CIF, 10 fps, for different combinations of optimization applied to 
the base and enhancement layers, spatial scalability. 
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In the case of spatial scalability, illustrated in Figure 3.9, we observe 

that rate-distortion optimization in the base layer alone provides similar gains, 

in terms of rate-distortion performance, as rate-distortion optimization in the 

enhancement layer alone. This is due to the fact that, while rate-distortion 

optimization in the base layer significantly reduces the amount of macroblocks 

encoded in the intra mode, rate-distortion optimization in the enhancement 

layer operates on pictures having higher spatial resolution. This results in high 

coding efficiency for both the base and enhancement layers. 

We can also observe that the overall improvement in rate-distortion 

performance is not simply the sum of the improvements in the individual 

layers. Rather, the rate-distortion improvements achieved in the base layer 

limit somewhat the gains achievable by optimization in the enhancement layer. 

3.3 Overhead Elements 

Our goal has been to improve coding efficiency in a layered encoding frame

work. We have shown that our rate-distortion optimization algorithm can 

provide up to 10% reduction in bit rate for the same picture quality. We 

have also stated that there are inherent inefficiencies in the layering frame

work that limit the potential for further gains. These inefficiencies are due to 

the following: 

• Inefficient signaling of overhead elements (control information). 
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• Differing statistics of the enhancement layer (band-pass) error signal, for 

which the source model is not as well suited. 

While we do not propose to improve the coding efficiency of these overhead 

elements, we analyze these inefficiencies in detail. 

Expressing a layered structure introduces additional complexity to the 

syntax of the data stream. When we discuss overhead elements that decrease 

coding efficiency, we refer to fields such as picture, headers and macroblock 

headers, including the COD field (skipped or not), the macroblock type field 

( M B T Y P E ) , the coded block pattern field (CBP), and differential quantizer 

value (DQUANT) . While these overhead fields are critical and convey impor

tant information to a decoder, they do not directly result in the reconstruction 

of non-zero pixels that can increase picture quality. Thus, the encoding of over

head elements should be as efficient as possible. However, many of these fields 

tend to require a fixed number of bits, independent of the target bit rate, 

effectively resulting in reduced overhead coding efficiency at lower bit rates. 

This effect is illustrated in Figures 3.10 and 3.11, for two sequences, for 

SNR and spatial scalability, respectively. Moreover, we illustrate this effect 

for both the optimized and unoptimized encoders. A separate curve is plotted 

for each layer of each encoder. Most noticeable is the increase in overhead 

percentage at lower bit rates, as described above. This occurs in the base and 

enhancement layers of the optimized and unoptimized encoders. Also, we see 

that overhead coding is consistently much less efficient for the enhancement 

layer data streams, especially at low bit rates. Such a high overhead percentage 
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Figure 3.10: Overhead percentage versus total bit rate, (a) F O R E M A N and 
(b) C O A S T G U A R D , QCIF, 10 fps, for the base and enhancement layer data 
streams, both optimized and unoptimized, SNR scalability. 
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Figure 3.11: Overhead percentage versus total bit rate, (a) F O R E M A N and (b) 
C O A S T G U A R D , QCIF and CIF, 10 fps, for the base and enhancement layer 
data streams, both optimized and unoptimized, spatial scalability. 
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prevents bits from being allocated to the coding of data elements. For example, 

a single layer, 100 kbps bit stream for the sequence F O R E M A N would include 

8% overhead, or 8 kbps. For a two-layered, SNR scalable bit stream of the 

same sequence, with a 25 kbps - 75 kbps bit rate allocation between the base 

and enhancement layers, the resulting overhead would be 14% (.2 x 25 + 

.12 x 75), or 14 kbps. For spatial scalability, the situation is worse, with a 

resulting overhead of 25 % (.2 x 25 + .27 x 75), or 25 kbps. 

In [41], the syntax of H.263 scalability [1] is modified to increase the 

coding efficiency of overhead elements. First, where it is appropriate, they 

re-group the various overhead fields into combined tables. They also eliminate 

several M B T Y P E code-words permitted by the syntax. While this produces a 

less flexible syntax, it produces more efficient M B T Y P E code-words. Finally, 

for the new groupings, they create multiple tables. The table to be used is 

specified at the picture layer. The new tables are designed to exploit instances 

where one M B T Y P E is predominant within a picture. They report that the 

modifications produce a consistent increase in rate-distortion performance of 

0.5 dB for SNR scalability at low bit rates. 

3.4 Rate Allocation Tradeoffs 

We have established that providing a layered representation of video, rather 

than independently simulcasting multiple representations, provides bandwidth 

savings. For a layered representation, typical end-user connections will gen

erally dictate the bit rate allocation among the individual layers. Still, it is 
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Connection Type Connection Bit Rate 
Modem 
ISDN 
DSL/Cable 
L A N 

14.4 - 56 kbps 
56 - 112 kbps 
256 - 512 kbps 
> 1 Mbps 

Table 3.4: Types of end-user Internet connections and associated bit rates. 

worth investigating how video quality is affected for different partitions of the 

total video bit rate between the base and enhancement layers. In Table 3.4 we 

outline possible end-user connections and the associated connection rate. 

We now present results for the effects of the bit rate partition, for SNR 

and spatial scalability. For theses results, we select nominal total video bit 

rates well within the digital subscriber line (DSL) and Cable modem range 

outlined in Table 3.4. For SNR scalability, results are illustrated in Figure 3.12. 

For these simulations, the base and enhancement layer have CIF resolution and 

the total video bit rate is 256 kbps. A l l figures include curves for the average 

PSNR for the base and enhancement layer respectively. In all cases, the PSNR 

for a non-layered representation is also included. From Figure 3.12, we see that 

the base layer quality improves substantially as it is allocated an increasing 

proportion of the total video bit rate. Meanwhile, the enhancement layer 

quality only degrades slowly. Therefore, for SNR scalability, it is reasonable 

to allocate 25% or more of the total bit rate to the base layer when the total 

video bit rate is within the DSL/Cable range. As a larger proportion of the 

video bit rate is allocated to the base layer, however, the difference in quality 

between the base and enhancement layer becomes less noticeable. For such an 
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allocation, purely in terms of reconstructed video quality, this could make the 

need to receive enhancement layers questionable from the perspective of the 

end-user. Clearly, there are still inherent error resilience benefits. 

For spatial scalability, results are illustrated in 3.13. For these simula

tions, the base layer has QCIF resolution and the enhancement layer has CIF 

resolution, and the total video bit rate is 396 kbps. Again, all figures include 

curves for the average PSNR for the base and enhancement layer respectively. 

In all cases, the PSNR for a non-layered representation is also included. From 

Figure 3.13, we see that the base layer quality increases even more dramati

cally than for SNR scalability as it is allocated an increasing proportion of the 

total video bit rate. However, it is important to remember that this the base 

layer has QCIF resolution while the enhancement layer has CIF resolution. 

Therefore, for spatial scalability, it appears reasonable to allocate as little as 

10-20 % of the total video bit rate to the base layer when the total video bit 

rate is in the DSL/Cable range. Allocating much more than 25% of the total 

video bit rate to the base layer results in the base layer quality far surpassing 

the enhancement layer quality. For such an allocation, it could be considered 

wasteful to so increase the quality of a QCIF representation at the expense of 

the CIF resolution enhancement layer. 

3.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter we studied the effectiveness of the key technical features of a 

layered video encoding algorithm. One valuable contribution was the deter-
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Figure 3.12: PSNR versus base layer percentage of total video bit rate (256 
kbps) for the base and enhancement layers (a) F O R E M A N and (b) C O A S T 
G U A R D . For SNR scalability, the base layer and enhancement layer resolution 
is CIF. 
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Figure 3.13: PSNR versus base layer percentage of total video bit rate (396 
kbps) for the base and enhancement layers (a) F O R E M A N and (b) C O A S T 
G U A R D . For Spatial scalability, the base layer resolution is QCIF and the 
enhancement layer resolution is CIF. 
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mination of the upper bound on rate-distortion performance for layered video 

encoding in error-free environments. We found this upper bound was the rate-

distortion performance for non-layered encoding of the topmost enhancement 

layer, using the same system parameters. We then introduced a rate-distortion 

optimized layered video encoding algorithm for error-free environments. This 

algorithm was the main contribution of this chapter. The algorithm was 

demonstrated to achieve a significant improvement in rate-distortion perfor

mance. Moreover, we made some important observations. First, we observed 

that the overall improvement in rate-distortion performance was not simply the 

sum of the improvements in the individual layers. Rather, the rate-distortion 

improvements achieved in the base layer limited the gains achievable in the 

enhancement layer. Furthermore, we showed that a significant deficiency with 

the layered coding framework supported by H.263+ is the inefficiency in the 

coding overhead elements. More efficient coding of these elements was shown 

to yield a consistent a substantial improvement in rate-distortion performance. 

Finally, we showed the effects of the allocation of the total video bit rate be

tween the base and enhancement layers. We showed that, for a total video bit 

rate within the DSL/Cable range, allocating upwards of 25% of the total video 

bit rate to the base layer provided reasonable quality, for both the base and 

enhancement layer, for SNR scalability. We also showed that allocating up to 

20% of the total video bit rate to the base layer provided reasonable quality, 

for both the base and enhancement layer, for spatial scalability. 
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Chapter 4 

Complexity Issues 

In this chapter, we address complexity issues of the algorithm introduced in 

Chapter 3. One main goal is to find good tradeoffs between rate-distortion per

formance and computational complexity. We first motivate the need to make 

simplifications to the operational rate-distortion optimization framework. Sev

eral simplifications are then proposed. We re-formulate the minimization to 

select locally optimal solutions rather than a globally optimal solution. We 

also decouple the motion estimation from the mode decision, resulting in a two-

stage optimization. We then perform a complexity analysis of the proposed 

algorithm. To select the parameter that controls the encoder's rate-distortion 

trade-offs, we propose a model to control the operating mode of the layered 

video encoder. This model permits the encoder to compute a priori the rate-

distortion optimized parameters such that a target bit rate can be achieved. 

It is the main contribution of this chapter. 
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4.1 A n a l y s i s a n d P r e l i m i n a r y S impl i f i ca t ions 

In this section, we perform a complexity analysis of the operational rate-

distortion optimization algorithm and present some preliminary, albeit nec

essary, simplifications. 

For the purpose of our analysis, we consider the set of permissible coding 

parameters outlined in Tables 3.2 and 3.3, excluding the inter^v mode and the 

inter4vq mode. We define M,- as the set of permissible motion vectors and Qi 

as the set of permissible quantizers for macroblock i. In a practical system 

both of these sets are finite. We then define the combination of permissible 

parameters to be jointly optimized as Pi = {Mi,Qi} and one pair from this 

set pi — (rrii, qi), where m, e Mi and qi e Qi. We therefore obtain 

I pskip | -, 
I i I 

\p;ntra\ = I Q . - I 

\PJnter\ = \MixQi\ 

where | • | denotes cardinality. Note that, by including Qi, pyntra accounts for 

the intra mode and intraq mode and P?nter accounts for the inter mode and 

interq mode of Tables 3.2 and 3.3 respectively. 

The Lagrangian we wish to minimize, over a frame containing TV mac

roblocks, can be re-defined as 

N 

J = ™?iE{Di + xRi}-

Here Dl and R denote the distortion and resulting rate, respectively, for 

macroblock i. These values depend on the choice of coding parameters pi t P{, 
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including motion vector, coding mode and quantizer level. Therefore, for each 

possible pi, the prediction error block must be obtained, encoded and decoded 

to compute the corresponding Lagrangian cost. In theory, given A, the value of 

Equation (4.1) can be minimized by computing exhaustively the values for all 

possible combinations of these parameters, for all the macroblocks. While this 

is already computationally prohibitive, the situation is actually worse. In most 

practical coding frameworks there is a rate dependency between neighboring 

macroblocks, as parameters such as motion vectors and quantizer levels are 

often differentially encoded. Thus, this would require computing 

\pskip + punter + prntra^ = | ^ x ^ + 1) + 11 ^ 

different costs. Generally, for M C - D C T video coding, M,- >> Qi. For example, 

for the picture resolutions we consider, a +/- 32 integer pel motion vector range 

is permitted for motion estimation, resulting in 65 x 65 candidate integer pel 

motion vectors, and 4 times as many candidate half pel motion vectors. In 

addition, there are 31 permitted quantizer level per macroblock each for the 

interq mode and the intraq mode. This means computing 

|31 x (84500 + 1) + 1\N 

different costs. We observe that, in practice, this term is dominated by Mi 

and the resulting complexity is astronomical. To reduce computations, we re

formulate the exhaustive minimization as a cascade of local minimizations, as 

follows 

N 

J = ^ m i n { D 8 ' + A J R i } . (4.2) 
i—l ' 
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This simplification does yield sub-optimal results as the future implications 

arising from the motion vector and quantizer level rate dependencies are ig

nored. This is not to say that these rate dependencies are completely omitted. 

The algorithm still accounts for them, but only as parameters that have been 

determined a priori. Consequently, the performance loss is small [59]. Such a 

re-formulation requires computing 

\pskip + punter + pintra | x N = |Q. X ( M ; + 1) + 11 X JV 

different costs. This term is also dominated by M{ and is still computation

ally prohibitive. To further reduce computations, another simplification is to 

decouple the motion estimation and mode decision into two sequential stages. 

In the first stage, the locally optimal motion vector is determined for mac

roblock i. Effectively, the decrease in distortion and resulting increase in rate 

due to the encoding of the prediction error block are ignored. In the second 

stage, the locally optimal coding mode and quantizer level are determined for 

macroblock i. This is accomplished by computing the cost of encoding the 

macroblock using permissible coding modes and quantizer levels which, when 

applicable (i.e. for the interq mode), encode the prediction error block resulting 

from the already determined motion vector. While this is also sub-optimal, the 

performance loss may be negligible. This is because, while the locally optimal 

motion vector can be determined via traditional block-matching algorithms, 

based on minimizing a distortion term only, minimizing a Lagrangian cost for 

block-matching can maintain the performance level of jointly optimizing cod

ing mode, motion vector and quantizer level choices [55]. At low bit rates, the 
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Identifier Sequence Resolution Bit Rate 
1 F O R E M A N QCIF 72000 
2 C O A S T G U A R D QCIF 72000 
3 F O R E M A N CIF 396000 
4 C O A S T G U A R D CIF 396000 

Table 4.1: Non-layered test scenarios for profiling the encoding runs. 

Identifier Sequence Scalability Resolution Base 
Bit Rate 

Enhancement 
Bit Rate 

5 F O R E M A N SNR Q C I F / Q C I F 24000 48000 
6 C O A S T G U A R D SNR Q C I F / Q C I F 24000 48000 
7 F O R E M A N Spatial Q C I F / C I F 48000 348000 
8 C O A S T G U A R D Spatial Q C I F / C I F 48000 348000 

Table 4.2: Layered test scenarios for profiling the encoding runs. 

accuracy of the motion compensation is the dominant performance factor [12]. 

Generally, the complexity of video encoding is highly non-deterministic. 

The number of computations depends on the scene content, image resolution 

and target bit rate. Therefore, we do not perform a theoretical complexity 

analysis. Rather, we instrument and analyze our software for actual encod

ing runs. Using an instruction level profiler, iprof [102], which is commonly 

used within the M P E G research community for measuring complexity, we can 

perform the necessary statistical analysis. We perform this analysis for both 

non-layered and layered scenarios, where appropriate. We use the test scenar

ios in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. 

Results are presented in Table 4.3 for the scenarios of Tables 4.1 and 

4.2, using the operational rate-distortion optimization algorithm that incor-
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Identifier Total Instructions 
(millions) 

1 54648 
2 62652 
3 144323 
4 280240 
5 89267 
6 92878 
7 133943 
8 172417 

Table 4.3: Total instructions (in millions) for the test scenarios. 

porates the simplifications described above. As expected, we observe that 

the complexity increases approximately linearly with spatial resolution. We 

also see that the complexity is somewhat sequence dependent. SNR scalabil

ity, while effectively encoding two frames for every one frame encoded in the 

single layer scenario, requires only approximately 1.5 times the complexity. 

Interestingly, spatial scalability, which effectively encodes one QCIF and one 

CIF frame for every frame encoded in the single layer CIF scenarios, requires 

fewer computations than the single layer CIF scenarios. Note that, for these 

results, a non-deterministic number of intermediate encodings are required for 

each frame, as the bisection search attempts to adjust \mode until the target 

bit rate can be closely matched. In this case, it cannot be guaranteed that 

each layer of each scenario requires the same number of iterations per frame. 

This is the source of disparity in the complexity measures. 
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4.2 C h o i c e of L a g r a n g i a n P a r a m e t e r 

The output bit rate of the video encoder is determined by the particular choice 

of coding parameters. Of all the parameters, the quantizer level is typically 

the most important for controlling the output bit rate. It can be made more 

fine, to compensate for motion estimation inaccuracies. This has the effect of 

increasing the image quality and the output bit rate. It can be made more 

coarse, to effectively allocate a larger portion of the bit rate to motion vectors 

since, at low bit rates, motion compensation is the dominant 'performance 

factor. This has the effect of reducing the image quality and the output bit 

rate. This implies that there is a close relationship between the quantizer level 

and the desired rate-distortion tradeoffs, i.e. A. 

Ultimately, in the operational rate-distortion optimization framework, 

we need to employ a value of A that allows a target output bit rate to be closely 

matched. However, for a given value of A, the resulting output bit rate cannot 

be known a priori. Several approaches for finding a suitable value for A are 

discussed in Section 2.4. The most obvious of these approaches, because of the 

monotonic relationship between A and rate, is the bisection search algorithm 

[49]. However, this algorithm generally requires a non-deterministic number of 

"trial" encodings of a frame, using intermediate values for A, before a suitable 

value is obtained. In Table 4.3, this approach was shown to add significant 

computations and delay. 

In our system, to avoid iterating until a suitable value of A is obtained, 

we attempt to model the choice of A as a function of the base and enhance-
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Lagrange Parameter vs Enhancement QP, Fixed Base QP, 5 sequence average 

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 
Enhancement Layer Quantization Parameter (QP) 

Figure 4.1: Relationship between the enhancement layer Lagrangian and quan 
tization parameters for SNR scalability. 

Lagrange Parameter vs Enhancement QP, Fixed Base QP, 5 sequence average 

0 5 10 15 20 25 
Enhancement Layer Quantization Parameter (QP) 

Figure 4.2: Relationship between the enhancement layer Lagrangian and quan 
tizer levels for spatial scalability. 
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ment layer quantizer levels, Q(0) and Q(l) [54]. This approach is intuitively 

the most natural based on the observation regarding the close relationship be

tween quantization level and rate-distortion tradeoffs. Moreover, this approach 

allows the rate-distortion optimized framework to work easily in conjunction 

with independent rate control techniques that control the average bit rate by 

adjusting the quantizer level. This approach was demonstrated to work well 

for single layered encoding in [54, 103, 104] using the relationship 

A(0) = 0.85 x Q(0) 2. (4.3) 

In Figure 4.1, we plot the average SNR enhancement layer quantizer-

level Q(l) obtained by fixing A(l) and allowing Q(l) to vary. Results were ob

tained by gathering data for five different sequences, using six different values 

of Q(0) for each sequence, and nine different values of A(l) for each value of 

Q(0). For fine enhancement layer quantizers, i.e. less than 10, the relationship 

between the enhancement layer quantizer level and Lagrangian parameters is 

well approximated by the second order polynomial 

A(l) = 0.8 x - 0-25 x - 1.25. (4.4) 

For coarse enhancement layer quantizers, i.e. greater than 10, the relationship 

between the enhancement layer quantization and Lagrangian parameters is 

well approximated by the linear equation 

\(l) = * x ( ^ ) - 8 , (4.5) 

where 

a = 0 . S x ( ^ > ) + 3 (4.6) 
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and 

* = 9 x ( « f ? > ) - « 6 . (4.7) 

In Figure 4.2, we plot the average enhancement layer quantizer level 

obtained from similar experiments conducted for spatial enhancement layers. 

For fine enhancement layer quantizer levels, i.e. less than 10, the relationship 

between the enhancement layer quantizer level and Lagrangian parameters is 

well approximated by the second order polynomial 

A ( 1 ) = 0 , x ( « i l l ) 2 - ( f l ) . (4.8) 

For coarse enhancement layer quantizer levels, i.e. greater than 10, the rela

tionship between the enhancement layer quantizer level and Lagrangian pa

rameters is well approximated by the second order polynomial 

A ( 1 ) = a x ( f l ) 2 - , x ( f l ) , (4.9) 

where a and 3 depend on Q(0), as determined by plotting the empirical values 

against Q(0), and are given by 

« = 0.003 x(«f2)'- 0.2 x ( ^ ) + 2 . 8 (4.10) 

and 

P = 0.03 x(«f) 2 - 1.6 *pf) + 2 1 .4. (4.11) 

In Table 4.4, new profiling results are presented for the test scenarios. For these 

results, the encoder incorporates equations (4.4) - (4.11) to set the Lagrangian 
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Identifier Total Instructions 
(millions) 

Ratio 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

12957 
14903 
23842 
38181 
17417 
20177 
29844 
36053 

0.24 
0.24 
0.16 
0.14 
0.19 
0.22 
0.22 
0.21 

Table 4.4: Total instructions (in millions) for the test scenarios. 

parameter. Total instructions are again presented for 30 frames. Furthermore, 

the reduction in complexity afforded by this relationship can be seen from the 

last column. This column shows the ratio of the instruction counts for the runs 

of the modified encoder relative to the original encoder. Clearly, the proposed 

modification reduces complexity by as factor of 4-7. This variation is due to 

the non-deterministic number of iterations per frame required by the original 

encoder, in order to closely match the target bit rate. 

In Figures 4.3-4.5, we plot the rate-distortion performance of two en

coders for the sequences F O R E M A N and C O A S T G U A R D . In all cases, the en

coders operate with an explicit rate constraint. The different data points are 

the result of changing the value of the target bit rate. The first encoder employs 

the bisection search algorithm to closely match the target bit rate. The second 

encoder incorporates equations (4.4) - (4.11) and the rate-control algorithm 

described in the H.263 Test Model TMN11 [67, 105] to closely match the target 

bit rate. Specifically, the rate control algorithm selects the initial quantizer 
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Figure 4.3: PSNR versus total bit rate, (a) FOREMAN and (b) COASTGUARD, 
QCIF, 10 fps, for different approaches to choosing the Lagrangian parameter. 
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Figure 4.4: PSNR versus total bit rate, (a) F O R E M A N and (b) COASTGUARD, 
base layer QCIF, 10 fps, enhancement layer QCIF, 10 fps, for different ap
proaches to choosing the Lagrangian parameter, SNR scalability. 
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Figure 4.5: PSNR versus total bit rate, (a) FOREMAN and (b) COASTGUARD, 
base layer QCIF, 10 fps, enhancement layer CIF, 10 fps, for different ap
proaches to choosing the Lagrangian parameter, spatial scalability. 
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level for the frame and updates this level for each macroblock. The Lagrangian 

parameter is then set based on this level, as specified by the above equations. 

In Figure 4.3 we see that the Lagrangian approximation employed for encod

ing a single layer achieves essentially the same rate-distortion performance as 

for the locally optimal bit allocation. In Figures 4.4 and 4.5 we see the same 

for SNR and spatial scalability respectively. Thus, the proposed approach for 

controlling the Lagrangian parameter, which can significantly reduce encoding 

complexity, can also maintain essentially the same rate-distortion performance 

as the optimal bit allocation approach, for both layered and non-layered cod

ing. 

4.3 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we studied the complexity of the proposed rate-distortion op

timization algorithms for layered video encoding in error-free environments. 

We re-formulated the exhaustive minimization as a cascade of local minimiza

tions. Furthermore, we decoupled the motion estimation and mode decision 

optimizations. To reduce the complexity of the proposed algorithms for layered 

video encoding in error-free environments, we proposed a model to control the 

Lagrangian parameter A(l), for SNR and spatial scalability, using the quan

tization parameter. This model was the main contribution of this chapter. 

It was shown to significantly reduce encoding complexity while maintaining 

essentially the same rate-distortion performance as an exhaustive optimal bit 

allocation that employed the bisection search algorithm. 
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Chapter 5 

Efficient and Robust Layered 

Coding for Error-Prone 

Environments 

In this chapter, we consider layered video encoding and transport in lossy 

packet-switched networks. The main goal is to propose algorithms for robust 

layered video communications. In order to do so, we develop a framework 

based on the principle of layered encoding with transport prioritization. A 

complete layered coding and transport framework is developed, including a 

packetization scheme, decoder error concealment method, and prioritization 

mechanism. This framework is an important contribution of our work. We 

then introduce the general formulation for a layered video encoding algorithm 

for error-prone environments. This algorithm is based on the concept of oper

ational rate-distortion optimization and can be viewed as a generalization of 
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the algorithm introduced for error-free environments in Chapter 3. The algo

rithm incorporates a statistical distortion measure that considers the channel 

conditions, error recovery capability of the channel codec and error conceal

ment capability of the source decoder to optimize the video encoding mode 

selection. This algorithm is the main contribution of this chapter. Then, 

for a given layered bitstream and given channel conditions, optimal channel 

protection code rates are determined. This framework is shown to achieve 

substantial improvement in reconstructed video quality for a wide range of 

packet loss rates. Moreover, it is demonstrated to yield graceful degradation 

of reconstructed video quality with increasing packet loss rate. Finally, we 

study the effect of parameter mismatch on the performance of the proposed 

framework. 

5.1 Introduction 

The problem of rate-distortion optimized mode selection for video commu

nications in error-prone environments was considered in [106]. However, this 

approach does not address the joint design of source and channel coder. More

over, it is based on a non-layered video encoding algorithm. In this chapter, 

we present an effective framework for video communications in error-prone 

environments based on the principle of layered encoding with transport prior

itization. 

We further develop the rate-distortion optimized mode selection algo

rithm, presented in Chapter 3, for layered video encoding within a prioritized 
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transport framework. The algorithm incorporates a statistical distortion mea

sure that considers the channel conditions, the error recovery capability of 

the channel codec and the error concealment capability of the source decoder 

to optimize the video encoding mode selection. More specifically, we want 

to select the coding mode for each block in each layer such that, given the 

different layer reliabilities and the corresponding decoder error concealment 

methods for these layers, the expected reconstruction distortion is minimized 

for a given bit rate. 

First, however, key components of the framework must be developed. 

We introduce a packetization scheme for layered bitstreams that minimizes 

packetization overhead and facilitates decoder error concealment. We propose 

an effective error concealment method for enhancement layers that exploits 

the availability of more reliable base layer information. We then consider the 

joint design of source and channel coder. For a given layered bitstream and 

channel condition we determine the optimal channel protection code rate. We 

demonstrate that the proposed framework achieves significant improvement 

in and provides graceful degradation of reconstruction quality for increasing 

packet loss rate. 

This chapter is outlined as follows. In Section 5.2 we present the various 

components of the proposed framework, including the packetization scheme, 

the decoder error concealment method and the prioritization mechanism. In 

Section 5.3, we further develop the rate-distortion optimized mode selection 

algorithm that was presented in Chapter 3. Simulation results are presented 
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in Section 5.4. Conclusions are stated in Section 5.5. 

5.2 Background 

In this section we develop the low bit rate layered video encoding and priori

tized transport framework that is a key component of our work. This includes 

the packetization scheme, the decoder error concealment method and the pri

oritization approach. 

5.2.1 Packetization 

Video communications in packet-lossy networks was discussed in Section 2.5. 

In this section, it was stated that the packetization overhead for R T P / U D P / I P 

was approximately 40 bytes per packet. To minimize packetization overhead, 

the size of the payload data should be substantially more than the size of 

the header. Furthermore, considering the fragmentation limit of intermediate 

nodes on the Internet, the maximum size the packet should be 1500 bytes. 

This would allow approximately 1450 bytes, or 11600 bits, for the video data. 

Thus, a single coded frame could easily fit within a single packet. If we consider 

a sequence encoded at 10 fps, utilizing the maximum payload size for every 

packet, the total video bit rate would be 116 kbps. This is more than sufficient 

for good quality QCIF resolution video. Obviously, the total video bit rate 

scales linearly with increasing frame rate. This would suggest that employing 

one packet for each coded frame. However, from an error resilience perspective, 

this means that the loss of one packet means losing an entire coded frame. 
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Objectively, if we are maximizing the overall PSNR, then it is more desirable 

to limit the spatial area affected by a packet loss by dividing the coded frame 

over many packets. Subjectively, however, there has been very little work 

studying whether or not it is better to lose an entire coded frame or only part 

of a coded frame. It is possible that the potentially high frequency concealment 

artifacts introduced when only a part of the spatial area of a frame is concealed 

are more objectionable than would be the loss of the entire frame. Using the 

reference picture selection mode of H.263 [1], as discussed in the temporal 

error resilience paragraph in Section 2.5, would improve the robustness of a 

video encoding and transport framework that employed one packet per coded 

frame. 

Therefore, conceivable lower and upper bounds for the payload data are 

from one row of macroblocks (GOB) per packet to one entire coded frame per 

packet. In the case of the former, loss of a packet can be mitigated by a good 

decoder error concealment method however, at low bit rates, the overhead is 

prohibitive. In the case of the latter, the overhead is significantly reduced 

however loss of a packet means loss of an entire coded frame. In Figure 5.1 

we illustrate the packetization overhead resulting from various packetization 

approaches. In Figure 5.1(a), for QCIF resolution frames (176 x 144 pixels 

or 9 GOBs), we illustrate schemes generating nine packets per coded frame 

or one packet per G O B , two packets per coded frame, interleaving even and 

odd GOBs into separate packets as proposed in [107, 67], and one packet per 

coded frame. In Figure 5.1(b), for CIF resolution frames (352 x 288 pixels or 
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Figure 5.1: Packetization overhead for various packetization schemes for F O R E 
M A N at (a) QCIF and (b) CIF resolution. 
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18 GOBs), we illustrate schemes generating eighteen packets per coded frame 

or one packet per G O B , four packets per coded frame, interleaving every four 

GOBs into separate packets, two packets per coded frame, interleaving even 

and odd GOBs into separate packets, and one packet per coded frame. 

^.Frorn the figure, it is clear that generating one packet per GOB re

sults in excessive packetization overhead. The remaining schemes result in 

reasonably low packetization overhead. However, as will be demonstrated in 

Section 5.2.2, employing a single packet per coded frame performs poorly un

der increasing packet loss. The remaining schemes facilitate decoder error 

concealment. For these schemes if only one packet for a given coded frame is 

received, the decoder can perform temporal error concealment using motion 

information from the correctly received packet. 

We should point out that, as picture header information is critical to 

resolve temporal reference, frame type, associated layer, as well as a number 

of additional coding options, we transmit a redundant picture header as part 

of the payload header of all packets associated with a given coded frame, at 

the cost of approximately eight additional bytes per packet [1, 77]. 

5.2.2 Error Concealment Method 

As U D P is not intended to improve quality of service, UDP-based communi

cations often suffer substantial packet loss [108]. Thus, the communications 

system must be able to mitigate the effect of packet loss. This can be ac

complished in part by employing error-resilient source coding and traditional 
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channel coding techniques. However, the source decoder must also be able to 

conceal any residual packet loss. Before losses can be concealed they must first 

be detected. This is straightforward using the sequence number field included 

in the RTP header. Furthermore, for packetization schemes that generate 

more than one packet per coded frame, resynchronization markers are nec

essary to provide spatial error-resilience. For H.263+, G O B headers are one 

method to provide such spatial error-resilience [1]. GOB headers include the 

associated GOB number as well as the absolute quantizer level. Moreover, the 

use of GOBs restricts certain predictive elements of the syntax. This limits 

the spatial extent of error propagation. When a missing G O B is detected, the 

source decoder searches for the next available synchronization marker. From 

this new synchronization marker, decoded motion and quantizer information 

will be correct. Error concealment is then performed on the missing GOB or 

GOBs. 

Error concealment in video communications was reviewed in Section 

2.5. In that section, we discussed several temporal domain approaches to 

error concealment. We noted that using the median estimate for motion com

pensation was shown to yield better subjective quality than the averaging 

technique [99, 67] and that this approach would be employed in this thesis. 

In this approach, the motion vector for the missing block is set to the median 

value of the motion vectors from the blocks to the left, above and above right 

of the missing block. If no motion vectors are available in these positions, the 

estimated motion vector is set to (0,0). 
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In Figure 5.2, we illustrate the performance of the median estimation-

based temporal error concealment method, using the packetization schemes 

discussed in Section 5.2.1, under a range of packet loss rates. Results are 

presented for non-layered scenarios using ten seconds of the video sequence 

FOREMAN coded at ten frames per second. Results are for QCIF resolution 

in Figure 5.2(a) and CIF resolution in Figure 5.2(b), for total channel bit 

rates of 64 and 256 kbps respectively. The actual video bit rate is obtained by 

deducting the packetization overhead from the total channel bit rate. Statistics 

are averaged from twenty simulation runs. 

Clearly, from the figure, the use of one packet for each GOB results in 

inferior performance. While this approach facilitates error concealment by the 

decoder, the packetization overhead severely reduces the available video bit 

rate. The approach that employs one packet for each coded frame provides 

satisfactory performance under low packet loss rates. However, as the packet 

loss rate increases the performance begins to degrade significantly. This is be

cause the loss of a packet results in the loss of an entire coded frame. Moreover, 

this approach regularly produces packets which exceed the desired maximum 

packet size of 1500 bytes. The other approaches, generating two and four 

packets for each coded frame, maintain reasonable performance levels over the 

entire range of packet loss rates. For the CIF resolution results, the approach 

that employs two packets per coded frame occasionally exceeds the desired 

maximum packet size. Therefore, we adopt the packetization scheme of gen

erating two packets per coded frame for QCIF resolution and four packets per 
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Figure 5.2: PSNR versus packet loss rate for various packetization schemes for 
FOREMAN at (a) QCIF and (b) CIF resolution. 
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coded frame for CIF resolution. 

This error concealment method works well for non-layered scenarios. 

However, for layered scenarios, we can improve the estimation of missing en

hancement layer information by considering available base layer information. 

Obviously, since the previous enhancement layer reconstruction is generally 

of higher quality than the current base layer reconstruction, it should be ex

ploited for error concealment. However this should only be done when it is 

expected that motion compensated error concealment will provide a reliable 

estimate of the missing information. For our purposes, this criterion is satis

fied when the corresponding base layer region has been inter-coded. In this 

case, we employ the median estimator within the enhancement layer and per

form motion compensated error concealment. When the corresponding base 

layer region has been intra-coded, we assume that motion compensation did 

not produce a satisfactory prediction at the encoder. In this case, the miss

ing enhancement layer information is concealed using the available base layer 

reconstruction. One further consideration in our approach is that we should 

be able to limit temporal error propagation in the enhancement layer by ex

ploiting the greater reliability of the base layer reconstruction. Thus, in all 

cases where our algorithm chooses to employ motion compensation for error 

concealment, we only permit this if the corresponding region in the previous 

enhancement layer reconstruction has not itself been concealed. If this region 

has been concealed, the missing enhancement layer information is instead con

cealed using the available base layer reconstruction. This process is outlined 
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Layer Available F E C Packetization Previous Layer Total Video 
(Resolution) Bit Rate Code Overhead Rate F E C Bit Rate Bit Rate 

1 (QCIF) 48000 (15,9) 6400 0 41600 
2 (CIF) 348000 none 12800 32000 303200 

Table 5.1: Layering, F E C codes, and associated rates for packetization over
head (per layer), video source bit rate, and F E C bit rate used for decoder error 
concealment simulations. The overall bit rate is 396 kbps. 

in Figure 5.3. 

We illustrate the performance of several enhancement layer error con

cealment methods, including the method proposed above, in Figure 5.4. Here, 

we plot the enhancement layer PSNR, under different packet loss rates, for the 

sequences F O R E M A N and C O A S T G U A R D when different decoder error conceal

ment methods are employed. Results are presented for two layers of spatial 

scalability, at QCIF and CIF resolutions, coded at ten frames per second. 

Statistics are averaged from twenty simulation runs. As the proposed frame

work will be prioritized, we apply unequal error protection as outlined in Table 

5.1 to evaluate the performance of the error concealment methods. How the 

unequal error protection is applied is discussed in detail in the next section. 

For these experiments it is sufficient to note that, in all cases, the total channel 

bit rate is approximately the same. The enhancement layer video bit rate is 

calculated by deducting the base layer video bit rate, the F E C bit rate, and 

the enhancement layer packetization bit rate from the total channel bit rate. 

This corresponds to the notion of throttling the video bit rate [109]. 

The first method always employs the median estimator to perform mo-
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Figure 5.3: Block diagram of the proposed erihancement layer error conceal
ment method. 
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Figure 5.4: PSNR versus packet loss rate for enhancement layer error conceal
ment methods for (a) F O R E M A N and (b) C O A S T G U A R D . Spatial scalability, 
base layer QCIF, enhancement layer CIF resolution. 
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tion compensated error concealment within both layers and is labeled "for

ward" . The second method employs the median estimator to perform motion 

compensated error concealment in the base layer, and relies on the base layer 

reconstruction for error concealment in the enhancement layer. This method is 

labeled "upward". The third method employs the algorithm described above 

and is labeled "adaptive". From Figure 5.4, we see that the relative perfor

mance of the forward and upward error concealment methods depends highly 

on the sequence. For the low activity sequence C O A S T G U A R D , the forward 

method performs well. For the high motion sequence F O R E M A N , the upward 

method outperforms the forward method. In both cases, the proposed adap

tive error concealment method achieves essentially the same performance as 

the better of the forward and upward methods with one exception for the 

C O A S T G U A R D sequence at 5 % packet loss rate. Here, the forward error con

cealment method outperforms the adaptive error concealment method. We 

have already pointed out that, because C O A S T G U A R D is a low activity se

quence, forward error concealment outperforms upward error concealment. 

This, combined with the fact that our adaptive error concealment method will 

select to conceal upward from the base layer when the previous enhancement 

layer image region has been concealed, is the source of discrepancy. For light 

losses and low activity sequences, performing motion compensated error con

cealment from an image region that has itself been concealed appears to be 

sufficient. We should point out that the reduced performance for our adap

tive error concealment method is visible mainly as blurring artifacts, due to 
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the upsampling from the base layer. The forward error concealment method 

can still exhibit the occasional concealment artifact which is significantly more 

displeasing. 

While the forward method exploits the higher quality enhancement layer 

reconstruction, it fails to consider the increased reliability of the base layer 

reconstruction and its associated motion information. The upward method 

does consider the higher reliability of the base layer reconstruction, but fails 

to exploit the higher quality enhancement layer reconstruction when there is 

an opportunity to do so. The proposed adaptive error concealment method 

considers the higher reliability of base layer reconstruction and its associated 

motion information. It uses this information to determine whether or not it 

is appropriate to exploit the higher quality of the available enhancement layer 

reconstruction. 

5.2.3 Prioritization Approach 

As stated previously, a layered coding framework is well suited to transport 

prioritization. Certain networks, such as the Internet, are not engineered to 

provide different levels of quality of service. Therefore, prioritization is not 

possible at the network layer. Therefore it must be implemented at the ap

plication layer. In this case, unequal error protection is a natural choice to 

achieve transport prioritization. The base layer can be assigned to a high 

priority class while the enhancement layers can be assigned to lower priority 

classes. In our approach, F E C is applied to the base layer bitstream to pro-
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duce a high priority class and no protection is applied to the enhancement 

layer bitstream, resulting in a low priority class. 

FEC-based techniques have been widely examined for video communi

cations [93, 94, 109]. Furthermore, FEC-based techniques are currently being 

considered by the IETF for supporting transport of real-time media [110]. In 

[109], a judicious code rate selection strategy, combined with a simple error 

concealment method was shown to substantially enhance performance of high 

bit rate video communications in A T M networks for only a small set of pre

selected codes. 

For our framework, we want to maintain the same total channel bit 

rate. Thus, as stated above, the F E C bit rate is deducted from the video bit 

rate. This will not only prevent unwanted bit rate expansion but also allow 

us to determine how to optimize the allocation of the total channel bit rate. 

We expect a rigorous code selection process, closely related to the channel 

conditions, to yield significant performance improvements, as a reduced F E C 

bit rate will increase the available video bit rate. For these results, we evaluate 

a range of strong, low delay codes, in order to enable recovery with minimal 

overhead. Thus, we employ maximal distance separable (MDS) codes, an 

example of which are Reed-Solomon (RS) codes [92]. 

The F E C is applied across packets, as depicted in Figure 5.5. For an 

(n, k) code, for k data packets, n — k parity packets are generated. For the 

proposed packetization scheme, the data packet sizes are not fixed, and should 

be no larger than 1500 bytes. However, for a block of k data packets, the 
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Figure 5.6: Residual packet loss probabilities for different packet loss rates and 
F E C code rates with code length (a) n = 7, (b) n = 15, (c) n = 317 and (d) 
n = 63. 
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Figure 5 . 7 : PSNR versus packet loss rate with and without unequal error 
protection for (a) F O R E M A N and (b) C O A S T G U A R D . Spatial scalability, base 
layer QCIF, enhancement layer CIF resolution. 
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frames per second for the sequences F O R E M A N and C O A S T G U A R D for packet 

loss rates of 0, 5, 10 and 20%. 1 Both frameworks employ the packetization 

scheme and decoder error concealment method discussed in Sections 5.2.1 and 

5.2.2. Also, both frameworks use the rate-distortion optimized mode selection 

algorithm that is described in Section 5.3 below. The only difference is that 

C O D E R I adds unequal error protection, by applying the optimal amount of 

F E C , as determined in Section 5.4.1 below, to the base layer bitstream. In 

all cases, the total channel bit rate is approximately the same. Statistics are 

averaged from twenty simulation runs . Using the proposed prioritization ap

proach, we observe a significant performance improvement, 2-4 dB, for packet 

loss rates above 5%. 

In Figure 5.8 we highlight the improvement in performance that can be 

realized by employing rate-distortion optimization and unequal error protec

tion in a non-layered framework. Results are illustrated for CIF resolution, 

using ten seconds of video at ten frames per second for the sequences F O R E M A N 

and C O A S T G U A R D for packet loss rates of 0, 5, 10 and 20%. Both frameworks 

employ the packetization scheme and non-layered decoder error concealment 

method discussed in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2. The coders employing rate-

distortion optimization employ the method that has recently been proposed 

[107, 67]. The different curves correspond to 

• A protected framework whose mode is rate-distortion optimized ( C O D E R 

I) 

•"•Recent research has shown that loss rates of 20% or more are common for many public 
Internet connections [111, 112, 108]. 
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Figure 5.8: PSNR versus packet loss rate with and without rate-distortion 
optimization and unequal error protection for (a) F O R E M A N and (b) C O A S T 
G U A R D . Single layer CIF resolution. 
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• A protected framework whose mode is not rate-distortion optimized 

( C O D E R II) 

• An unprotected framework whose mode is rate-distortion optimized ( C O D E R 

III) 

• An unprotected framework whose mode is not rate-distortion optimized 

( C O D E R IV) 

The protected frameworks employ packet-based F E C , by applying the opti

mal amount of F E C , as determined in Section 5.4.1 below. In all cases, the 

total channel bit rate is approximately the same. Statistics are averaged from 

twenty simulation runs. For the coders employing rate-distortion optimiza

tion, Coder I and Coder III, we observe a performance improvement of 4-5 

dB by employing packet-based F E C for packet loss rates above 5%. For the 

coders not employing rate-distortion optimization, Coder II and Coder IV, 

we observe a performance improvement of 5-8 dB by employing packet-based 

F E C for packet loss rates above 5%. Thus, while in this chapter we focus on 

packet-based F E C for unequal error protection in a layered coding and priori

tized transport framework, we have demonstrated here that packet-based F E C 

can provide significant performance improvements in a non-layered framework. 

We should point out that, for our channel model, we have assumed that 

packet losses are not correlated. This assumption is reasonable as the proposed 

packetization scheme generates very few packets per picture. Because there 

is such a large interval between the time instances when successive packets 
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are injected into the network, we expect little correlation in the packet loss 

process. 

5.3 Proposed Method 

Rate-distortion optimization for video encoding in error-free environments was 

reviewed in [54]. Extending this approach to error-prone environments was 

discussed in [7]. Whereas the error-free case involves determining the opti

mal allocation of bit rate among source coding elements, the error-prone case 

requires optimizing the allocation between source coding and channel coding 

elements. Moreover, the allocation of bit rate among source coding elements 

should introduce appropriate error-resilience into the bitstream, related to the 

particular channel conditions. This is the essence of our rate-distortion opti

mized mode selection algorithm. The algorithm determines when and where 

to introduce temporal error-resilience. Then, in Section 5.4, for a given layered 

bitstream and different packet loss rates, we determine the optimal amount of 

unequal error protection by studying the performance of our proposed frame

work for a wide range of F E C code rates. 

For the base layer, we introduce temporal error-resilience through the 

insertion of intra blocks. More interestingly, for the enhancement layer we 

introduce temporal error-resilience through the insertion of blocks predicted 

upward from the more reliable base layer. This saves the enhancement layer 

from spending expensive bits on intra-coding while providing the benefits of 

temporal error-resilience. 
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In this section we introduce an algorithm that controls the operating 

mode of our layered video encoder. First, a statistical distortion measure for 

our layered coding and prioritized transport framework is presented. Then, 

we describe the rate-distortion optimized mode selection algorithm. 

5.3.1 Statistical Distortion Measure 

In this section we introduce a statistical measure for the error introduced via 

packet loss and propagated via motion compensation in a layered video en

coding framework. The important parameters of this measure are the network 

packet loss rate, the error recovery capability of the channel codec (if applica

ble), and the error concealment capability of the source decoder. Recall that 

we have assumed that the packet loss process is not correlated. Furthermore 

we assume that the packet loss rate is independent of packet size [113]. This 

assumption is not valid for wireless networks, where bit errors must be consid

ered. In such environments, optimizing packet size is an important component 

to ensure robust video communication [106, 114]. 

We can therefore use equation (5.1) for residual packet loss rate of 

an (n, fc) code, presented in Section 5.2.3, as the probability that a given 

macroblock in some previous frame has been lost. We can then compute, over 

a window of N previous frames in layer lpred, the probability that a macroblock 

has been lost as follows: 

Pcorrwpt{b)lpredit fc) — 1 (1 Plossi^pred^f) • (^"^) 

We can now define the statistical distortion measure that accounts for the 
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propagation of corrupted macroblocks due to motion compensation.. For this 

we define the following recursive measure, computed for every macroblock b 

in a given frame t: 

N 9 

Dc(b, lpTed} t, mode) — ̂  ̂  ̂  ^ Pcorruptib-i Ipredi t k) 
k=l r = l 

w(r, lpred, t- k, mode)Dc(r, lpred, t - k, mode). ^^) 

In a prioritized framework, there will be different values of PCOrrupt(b, lpred,t — k) 

for the different layers. This is computed as in equation (5.2), for every mac

roblock in every frame of every layer. This value can be thought of as assigning 

a decreasing reliability to macroblocks in previous frames as they become fur

ther from the most recent macroblock that has been coded with the intra mode. 

Dc(b,lpred,t,mode) represents the expected distortion incurred from predict

ing the current block from previously concealed macroblocks. Obviously, for 

the intra mode, this value is set to 0. For any of the coding modes that em

ploy motion compensation, the motion vector determines the weighting values 

w(r, Ipred-, t — k, mode). These weighting values reflect the relative contribution 

of Dc(b,lpred,t,mode) for any referenced macroblocks that overlap with the 

predicted macroblock, based on how much their areas overlap. 

Note the TV is reset to zero when a macroblock is updated in intra-

mode and is, in practice, limited to a maximum of ten. Furthermore, we 

must assume a particular decoder error concealment method. We employ the 

median estimation-based temporal error concealment method. 
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5.3.2 Rate-Distortion Mode Selection Algorithm 

We next present the rate-distortion optimized mode selection algorithm for 

layered video encoding in error-prone environments. For encoding the base 

layer, we consider four coding modes, skipped mode, inter mode, intra mode 

and inter^v mode [1]. For encoding the enhancement layer, we consider five 

coding modes, skipped mode, inter-forward mode, inter-upward mode, inter-

bidirectional mode and intra mode [1]. For the error-free case, this amounts 

to determining independently for every block b in each layer lpred of a given 

frame t the coding mode that minimizes 

Jmode{b, I, t) = D(b, lpred, t, mode) + X(lpred,t)R(b, lpred, t, mode). 

(5.4) 

Here D is the quantization distortion and R is the resulting bit rate from 

encoding block b predicted from layer lpred with a given mode. Using this ap

proach, the mode selection algorithm is optimal for error-free communications 

only. In the presence of errors, the mode selection algorithm should be able 

to adapt and insert a controlled amount of error-resilience. 

To accomplish this we now consider two sources of distortion. The 

first distortion D\ is again the quantization distortion. The second distortion 

D2 is the statistical distortion measure Dc(b,lpred,t,mode) described above. 

Furthermore, in addition to a constraint on the source coding bit rate we now 

have a constraint on the total channel bit rate Rs + Rc, where Rc is calculated 

as the channel coding rate for a given code rate k/n and source coding rate 
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R s . We can then minimize the Lagrangian as 

Jmode(b, lCurri f) = (1 ~ Pcorrupt(lpred, f ~ 1))-Dl(&, hurr, / , mode) + D2{b, / p r e d , / , Tnode) + 

\{lCurr)(Rs(b, lcurr, f, mode) + Rc(n, k, Rs)). 
(0.0 

5.4 Experimental Results 

In this section, we first determine experimentally, for a given layered bitstream 

and packet loss rate, the optimal F E C code rate. We then evaluate the per

formance of the proposed framework using the obtained code rates. We also 

compare the proposed layered framework to other layered and non-layered 

frameworks. Finally, we evaluate the effects of parameter mismatch. 

5.4.1 Determining Optimal F E C Code Rates 

We first seek an appropriate code rate to be employed for a particular 

packet loss rate. In Figure 5.9, results are illustrated for two layers of spatial 

scalability, at QCIF and CIF resolution, using ten seconds of video at ten 

frames per second for the sequences F O R E M A N and C O A S T G U A R D . We apply 

different amounts of protection, as outlined in Table 5.2, for packet loss rates 

of 0, 5, 10 and 20%. In all cases, the total channel bit rate is approximately 

the same. Statistics are averaged from twenty simulation runs. 

From the figure, we see that a reasonable level of quality can be main

tained under even heavy packet loss rate situations by applying as little as 25-

30% F E C to the base layer bitstreams. For 20% packet loss rate, the (21,31) 

code provides sufficient protection. The (23,31) code also provides reason-
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Figure 5.9: PSNR versus code rate k/n for different packet loss rates for 
(a) F O R E M A N and (b) C O A S T G U A R D . Spatial scalability, base layer QCIF, 
enhancement layer CIF resolution. Code length ra = 31. 
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Layer Available F E C Packetization Previous Layer Total Video 
(Resolution) Bit Rate Code Overhead Rate F E C Bit Rate Bit Rate 

1 (QCIF) 48000 (31,17) 6400 0 41600 
2 (CIF) 348000 none 12800 39530 295670 

1 (QCIF) 48000 (31,19) 6400 0 41600 
2 (CIF) 348000 none 12800 30315 304885 

1 (QCIF) 48000 (31,21) 6400 0 41600 
2 (CIF) 348000 none 12800 22860 312340 

1 (QCIF) 48000 (31,23) 6400 0 41600 
2 (CIF) 348000 none 12800 16695 318505 

1 (QCIF) 48000 (31,25) 6400 0 41600 
2 (CIF) 348000 none 12800 11520 323680 

1 (QCIF) 48000 (31,27) 6400 0 41600 
2 (CIF) 348000 none 12800 7110 328090 

1 (QCIF) 48000 (31,29) 6400 0 41600 
2 (CIF) 348000 none 12800 3310 331890 

Table 5.2: Layering, F E C codes, and associated rates for packetization over
head (per layer), video source rate, and F E C rate used for packet loss versus 
code rate simulations. The overall rate is 396 kbps. 
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able protection, but the performance shows signs of beginning to deteriorate. 

For 10% packet loss rate, the (23,31) code provides sufficient protection. The 

(25,31) code also provides reasonable protection, although again the perfor

mance begins to deteriorate. For 5% packet loss rate, the (25,31) code provides 

good protection. Here, the (27,31) code also provides reasonable protection, 

with the performance beginning to deteriorate only slightly. 

Referring to Figure 5.6(b), which illustrates the effective decoded packet 

loss probability for a code of length n = 31 and different average network 

packet loss rates, we see that, using the code rates determined above, the re

sulting effective decoded packet loss probability is less than 2%. This implies 

that our decoder error concealment method is capable of providing accept

able quality video when it experiences a packet loss rate of less than 2%. 

Moreover, this confirms that, by themselves, decoder error concealment meth

ods can provide acceptable quality video only under light packet loss rates. 

Further examination reveals that, based on the code rates determined above, 

the resulting effective decoded packet loss probabilities are increasing slightly 

with increasing average network packet loss rate. This is because the temporal 

error-resilience of the video bitstream is also increasing with increasing average 

network packet loss rate. This facilitates error concealment by the decoder, 

permitting the framework to sustain slightly higher residual packet loss. 

5.4.2 Performance of Proposed Framework 

In Figure 5.10 we evaluate the performance of the proposed framework. 
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Also, we include performance results for the non-layered error-resilient frame

work the has recently been proposed [107, 67]. Results are illustrated for two 

layers of spatial scalability, at QCIF and CIF resolution, using ten seconds of 

video at ten frames per second for the sequences F O R E M A N and C O A S T G U A R D 

and packet loss rates of 0, 5, 10 and 20%. A l l frameworks employ the packe

tization scheme and decoder error concealment method discussed in Sections 

5.2.1 and 5.2.2. For the layered and protected frameworks, we employ the op

timal level of protection as determined above and outlined in Table 5.3. The 

actual video bit rate is obtained by deducting the packetization overhead from 

the total channel bit rate. Statistics are averaged from twenty simulation runs. 

The different curves correspond to 

• A layered and protected framework whose mode is rate-distortion opti

mized as proposed herein ( C O D E R I) 

• A layered and protected framework whose mode is not rate-distortion 

optimized ( C O D E R II) 

• A layered and unprotected framework whose mode is rate-distortion op

timized ( C O D E R III) 

• A layered and unprotected framework whose mode is not rate-distortion 

optimized ( C O D E R IV) 

• A non-layered framework whose mode is rate-distortion optimized for 

error resilient Internet video as proposed in [107, 67] ( C O D E R V ) 
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Packet Loss Code 
Rate 

0 (31,31) 
5 (31,25) 
10 (31,23) 
20 (31,21) 

Table 5.3: Optimal F E C codes for given layered bitstream and packet loss 
rate. 

The results in Figure 5.10(a) show that the proposed framework, C O D E R 

I, achieves more than 1 dB improvement in performance over the non-layered 

framework, C O D E R V , for packet loss rates greater than 10%, with an im

provement of 3 dB at 20%. Compared to the unoptimized and unprotected 

framework, C O D E R IV , C O D E R I achieves more than 3 dB improvement for 

packet loss rates greater than 10%, with an improvement of 8 dB at 20%. We 

have already compared the performance of C O D E R I to the optimized and un

protected framework, C O D E R III, in Section 5.2.3. Finally, compared to the 

unoptimized and protected framework, C O D E R II, the proposed framework 

achieves more than 1 dB improvement for packet loss rates greater than 10%, 

with an improvement of 2 dB at 20%. The results in Figure 5.10(b) show 

that the proposed framework, C O D E R I, achieves up to 1 dB improvement 

in performance over C O D E R V for packet loss rates of 20%. Compared to 

C O D E R I V , C O D E R I achieves more than 6 dB improvement for packet loss 

rates greater than 10%. Again, we have already compared the performance 

of C O D E R I to C O D E R III in Section 5.2.3. Finally, compared to C O D E R 

II, the proposed framework achieves more than 1 dB improvement for packet 
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loss rates greater than 10%. In all cases, the performance of the proposed 

framework degrades gracefully with increasing packet loss rate. 

The proposed framework maintains a good performance level as the 

more reliable base layer information can be used either directly for error con

cealment or to assist in performing motion compensated error concealment as 

described in Section 5.2.2. In all cases, informal testing of the improvement 

in subjective quality of the proposed framework over the other frameworks 

is quite pronounced. This can be explained by the fact that, while the non-

layered framework, CODER V, performs reasonably well based on quantitative 

results, when a loss occurs that affects any changing area of a picture, the de

coded sequence exhibits significant distortion and artifacts that can be quite 

objectionable. Because the non-layered coding framework selects an optimal 

amount of intra-updating, it effectively contains the artifacts temporally. How

ever, this does not improve the quality of images for which packet loss occurs. 

We provide examples of the reconstruction quality for several frame

works in Figure 5.11. In Figure 5.11(a), a single layered representation gen

erated by CODER V, at 396 kbps and 0% packet loss rate is displayed. At 

0% packet loss rate, this corresponds to the best representation that can be 

obtained at 396 kbps. A single layered representation generated by CODER V 

is also illustrated in Figure 5.11(c). In this case, the packet loss rate is 20%. 

Here the artifacts discussed above are quite evident. Because this is a non-

layered representation, the only option for the decoder is to perform temporal 

error concealment. This type of concealment performs poorly for moderate to 
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high activity sequences. In Figures 5.11(b) and 5.11(d), representations gen

erated by C O D E R I and C O D E R II respectively, at 20% packet loss rate, are 

displayed. It is evident that a much more stable and acceptable image quality 

can be obtained using a framework based on layered coding with transport 

prioritization. Furthermore, the advantages of the rate-distortion optimiza

tion algorithm can be seen. The more uniform image quality observed in 

(b) compared to (d) is due to the algorithm considering the availability of a 

more reliable base layer reconstruction and increasing the amount of upward 

prediction. 

5.4.3 Effects of Parameter Mismatch 

Since the proposed framework is dependent on a number of parameters, 

we investigate the effects of parameter mismatch. In Figure 5.12 we illustrate 

the rate-distortion performance versus packet loss rate when the encoder as

sumes an incorrect packet loss rate. Results are illustrated for two layers of 

spatial scalability, at QCIF and CIF resolution, using ten seconds of video at 

ten frames per second for the sequences F O R E M A N and C O A S T G U A R D . For 

each figure, the encoder assumes a packet loss rate of 0, 5, 10 and 20%. We 

then transport the resulting bitstreams over networks with different actual 

packet loss rates. Note that when the encoder assumes a packet loss rate of 

0 % it is equivalent to error-free rate-distortion optimization. We can observe 

that mismatch between the assumed and actual packet loss rate affects perfor

mance only slightly. There is a maximum of approximately 1.5 dB difference 
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Figure 5.12: PSNR versus packet loss rate for sequence (a) F O R E M A N and 
(b) C O A S T G U A R D with packet loss rate parameter mismatch in mode selec
tion algorithm. Spatial scalability, base layer QCIF, enhancement layer CIF 
resolution. 
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in performance between the best and worst case performance for all combina

tions of assumed and actual packet loss rates. Another observation is that, for 

the error-free case, when the encoder assumes a lossy network, up to 1.5 dB 

decrease in performance can occur. However, it is worth noting that such a 

decrease results only in visible encoding artifacts, as opposed to concealment 

artifacts, thus it is less displeasing. The decrease in performance when the 

encoder assumes a packet loss rate that is too low occurs because the rate-

distortion optimized mode selection algorithm does not introduce sufficient 

error-resilience into the video bitstream. 

We next investigate the effects of mismatch on the rate-distortion per

formance of the enhancement layer between the assumed and actual decoder 

error concealment method. These results are illustrated in Figure 5.13, for two 

layers of spatial scalability, at QCIF and CIF resolution, using ten seconds of 

video at ten frames per second for the sequences F O R E M A N in (a) and (b) and 

C O A S T G U A R D in (c) and (d). For each figure, the encoder assumes a particular 

decoder error concealment method. For (a) and (c) the encoder assumes the 

median estimate or T C O N for the enhancement layer, as we have done above. 

For (b) and (d) the encoder assumes upward concealment for the enhancement 

layer. We then transport the resulting bitstreams over networks with packet 

loss rates of 0, 5, 10, and 20 % and decode them with decoders employing dif

ferent actual error concealment methods. The first simply copies the lost block 

from the same spatial location in the previous enhancement layer frame. The 

second employs the median estimate to perform motion compensated tempo-
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Figure 5.13: PSNR versus packet loss rate for sequence (a) F O R E M A N , (b) 
F O R E M A N , (c) C O A S T G U A R D , and (d) C O A S T G U A R D with error concealment 
method mismatch between encoder and decoder. Spatial scalability, base layer 
QCIF, enhancement layer CIF resolution. 
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ral error concealment based on the previous enhancement layer frame. The 

third conceal a lost enhancement layer macroblock from the corresponding 

base layer region. The fourth employs the adaptive algorithm introduced in 

Section 5.2.2 to conceal lost enhancement layer macroblocks. In all cases, inde

pendent of the assumed error concealment method at the encoder, the decoder 

employing the proposed adaptive error concealment method achieves the best 

performance. Furthermore, it is usually the decoder employing the conceal

ment methods that simply copies the lost block from the same spatial location 

in the previous enhancement layer frame that produces the worst performance. 

The results here also correspond to the observations in Section 5.2.2. There 

we saw that the upward error concealment method performed better for high 

activity sequences while the forward error concealment method performed bet

ter for low activity sequences. There is a maximum of approximately 3 dB 

difference in performance between the best and worst case performance for 

all combinations of assumed and actual concealment methods. Thus, we see 

that it is important that the encoder assume an error concealment method. 

However, the particular method that is assumed is not as critical as the actual 

method employed. This is because the assumed method is necessary only for 

our statistical distortion measure. Any assumed method will cause the mea

sure to have the desired effect of increasing the error resilience of the resulting 

bitstream. Also, as expected, a better actual error concealment method will 

yield provide better performance for any assumed error concealment method. 
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5.5 Conclusion 

We have proposed an effective framework for robust Internet video communi

cations based on the principle of layered coding with transport prioritization. 

This framework and its components are important contributions of our work. 

The main contribution of this chapter is a rate-distortion optimized mode se

lection algorithm that selects the optimal amount of temporal error resilience 

to insert into the source bitstream, using knowledge of the channel packet loss 

rate, the F E C code rate, and the corresponding decoder error concealment 

method. 

For the framework components, we have proposed an effective packe

tization scheme for layered bitstreams that minimizes packetization overhead 

and facilitates decoder error concealment. We have introduced an enhance

ment layer temporal error concealment method that exploits high reliability 

base layer information to determine the appropriate course of action for con

cealment. We have also presented an approach to unequal error protection that 

uses packet-based F E C . Finally, we have determined that appropriate amount 

of error protection strength to be applied to the base layer source bitstream 

depending on the channel packet loss rate. 

The proposed framework was demonstrated to achieve significant per

formance improvement over other layered and non-layered coding frameworks, 

for a wide range of packet loss rates. The resulting algorithms were shown 

to produce a significantly improved reconstructed image quality. Also, the 

performance was shown to degrade gracefully for increasing packet loss rates. 
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We investigated the effects of parameter mismatch on the proposed 

framework. We observed that when the encoder assumes an incorrect packet 

loss rate, the performance can deteriorate by up to 1.5 dB. However, this 

deterioration is generally visible in the form of coding artifacts as opposed 

to concealment artifacts. We also observed that mismatch between the error 

concealment method assumed by the encoder and the actual error concealment 

method employed by the decoder does not significantly affect performance. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

6.1 Thesis Contributions 

In this dissertation, we presented lossy video encoding algorithms for efficient 

and robust layered video coding and transport in error-free and error-prone 

networks. We optimized the video encoding mode selection within and between 

layers, trading off source coding efficiency for bitstream error resilience, based 

on the local statistics of the video data, the error recovery capability of the 

channel codec, the error concealment capability of the source decoder, and the 

expected distortion caused by the channel. For error-free environments, this 

reduced to selecting parameters that maximized the source coding efficiency. 

The most successful low bit rate video coding algorithms were discussed. 

One particular approach, H.263, was summarized in detail, as it was employed 

throughout this dissertation as the framework for testing the proposed algo

rithms. Relevant techniques for layered video encoding, rate-distortion op-
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timized video encoding and robust video encoding and transport from the 

literature were then reviewed. 

We evaluated the key technical features of layered video encoding algo

rithms. We showed that the flexibility to select at the macroblock level the 

source for prediction, from either the current base layer or previous enhance

ment layer reconstruction, yielded substantial improvement in compression ef

ficiency over traditional methods. We then proposed an algorithm to improve 

the source coding efficiency of the resulting layered video encoder. Based on 

the principles of rate-distortion optimization, the algorithm selected the lo

cally optimal encoding parameters, including motion vectors, coding mode, 

and quantization level. Next, we presented a model to control the operational 

mode of a layered video encoder. This model allowed the encoder to compute 

a priori the rate-distortion optimized parameters such that a target bit rate 

could be achieved. 

We then developed a prioritized transport framework for robust layered 

video communications in error-prone packet-switched networks. We proposed 

a packetization technique for a layered bitstream that minimizes packetiza

tion overhead while facilitating error concealment by the decoder. Results for 

different video sequences and packet loss rates were presented, demonstrat

ing the superior performance of the proposed method over other packetization 

methods. We presented an adaptive error concealment method for lost en

hancement layer blocks. Within a non-guaranteed but prioritized transport 

environment, the proposed method exploited information from the current, 
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more reliable, base layer reconstruction and from the previous, higher quality 

enhancement layer reconstruction to conceal missing blocks. Results for differ

ent video sequences and packet loss rates were presented, demonstrating the 

superior performance of the adaptive method over traditional methods. Finally 

we developed a prioritization approach, based on unequal error protection of 

the individual layer bitstreams. We applied unequal error protection through 

packet-based forward-error correction. Reed-Solomon codes were applied over 

a block of video data packets to produce F E C packets. 

We then introduced a rate-distortion optimized layered video encoding 

algorithm for error-prone environments. This algorithm was also based on the 

principles of rate-distortion optimization and was a generalization of the al

gorithm introduced for error-free environments. The algorithm incorporated 

a statistical distortion measure that considered the error recovery capabili

ties of the channel codec, the channel conditions and the error concealment 

capabilities of the source decoder to optimize the video encoding mode se

lection. For these parameters, we employed the prioritization approach and 

error concealment method developed for the transport framework. Then, for 

a given layered bitstream and given channel conditions, optimal channel pro

tection code rates were determined. Experimental results demonstrated that 

the layered encoding algorithm and transport framework provided substantial 

improvement in reconstructed video quality for a wide range of packet loss 

rates, for Internet video communications. Moreover, it was demonstrated to 

yield graceful degradation of reconstructed video quality. 
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Because the techniques proposed in this thesis are fully standard com

pliant, they can immediately benefit industry applications, particularly those 

in the area of multi-point Internet video communications. Moreover, they 

outperform the state-of-the-art in terms of the efficiency of DCT-based low 

bit rate video encoding algorithms, the efficiency of layered video encoding 

algorithms, and the robustness of Internet video communications. 

To summarize, the main contributions of this thesis are 

• A rate-distortion optimized layered video encoding algorithm for error-

free environments. The algorithm was demonstrated to achieve a signif

icant improvement in rate-distortion performance. 

• A model to control the Lagrangian parameter A(l), for SNR and spatial 

scalability, using the quantization parameter. This model was shown to 

significantly reduce encoding complexity while maintaining essentially 

the same rate-distortion performance as an exhaustive optimal bit allo

cation that employed the bisection search algorithm. 

• A framework for robust Internet video communications based on the 

principle of layered coding with transport prioritization. The framework 

components include 

— An effective packetization scheme for layered bitstreams. The scheme 

minimizes packetization overhead and facilitates decoder error con

cealment. 

— An enhancement layer temporal error concealment method. The 
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method exploits high reliability base layer information to determine 

the appropriate course of action for concealment. 

— A packet-based F E C mechanism to achieve unequal error protec

tion. This mechanism was studied to determined the appropriate 

amount of error protection strength to be applied depending on the 

channel packet loss rate. 

• A rate-distortion optimized layered video encoding algorithm for error-

prone environments. The algorithm incorporates a statistical distortion 

measure and knowledge of the proposed framework parameters to op

timize the video encoding mode selection. This algorithm was demon

strated to provide significant improvement in reconstructed video quality 

for a wide range of packet loss rates. 

6.2 Future Research Directions 

This thesis has addressed two very significant research areas, error resilient lay

ered video encoding and prioritized transport. Layered and prioritized video 

encoding frameworks are expected to become more widespread in order to 

satisfy the non-uniformity and sub-optimality of the current network infras

tructure. In fact, layered video encoding capabilities are being included in 

emerging video encoding standards in order to satisfy the growing demand for 

streaming applications. 

From a purely source coding perspective, it is interesting to note that 
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the current trend has been towards sacrificing encoding efficiency in order to 

provide fine granularity in the degree of scalability. This effectively means 

that forward or motion compensated prediction is not permitted within the 

enhancement layer. We expect that improved coding efficiency of such ap

proaches will be a popular topic of study. For example one approach that 

could be investigated is to arrange the block D C T coefficients of the resid

ual or "error" image into a uniform subband structure and then apply well-

known subband coding techniques. However, given the loss of coding efficiency 

in the enhancement layer, we do not believe that such approaches will gain 

widespread acceptance. Clearly, some form of ability to predict the current 

enhancement layer signal from previously decoded enhancement layer signals 

is necessary to achieve reasonable coding efficiency. We believe that methods 

for improving these prediction models are more deserving of further atten

tion. For example, compared to two-layered scalability using unoptimized 

H.263 scalability [67], both our approach and that proposed in [35] have been 

demonstrated to yield improved coding efficiency. While our approach selects 

the source for prediction at the macroblock level, the approach in [35] does so 

at the pixel level. It is possible that the flexibility to employ an intermediate 

amount of granularity in choosing the source for prediction, for example on 

4 x 4 or 8 x 8 blocks of pixels, would yield improved rate-distortion tradeoffs. 

From an error-resilient source coding perspective, we expect that more 

contributions will include a optimized frameworks such as the one presented in 

this thesis. However, better error propagation models for motion compensated 
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and transform-based layered video coding frameworks, such as the one recently 

proposed in [115], are needed. A model that accurately describes how packet 

loss affects spatial and temporal error propagation could replace the statis

tical distortion measure we develop in Section 5.3.1. This model could then 

be folded into our rate-distortion optimized layered mode selection algorithm 

to more appropriately introduce bit stream error resilience. Furthermore, an 

analytical framework for optimizing the tradeoff between source and channel 

coding for motion compensated and transform-based layered video encoding 

and transport frameworks are needed. Such a method has recently been intro

duced for non-layered video encoding and transport in [116]. Unfortunately, 

this method employs a model that cannot be derived from commonly used 

statistical measures such as variance and correlation. Instead, its parameters 

must be estimated by fitting the model to a subset of measured data points 

from the actual rate-distortion curve. 

Subjective video quality assessment is another important research area. 

Objective measures, such as PSNR, are still more widely used than subjective 

measures in the video coding research community. While subjective assessment 

yields accurate results, its main premise is the use of human observers. This 

results in a costly and time consuming process. Moreover, it is impossible to 

employ subjective assessment for the in-service continuous monitoring of video 

quality. It would be extremely beneficial to both the image and video cod

ing research communities to have an objective method to measure subjective 

quality. Such a method would of course have to be well-behaved, accurate, 
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and consistently well-correlated to actual subjective assessments. Further

more, such a method would have to consider the new types of visual artifacts 

introduced due to the proliferation of digitally compressed video systems. Cur

rently, there is an effort within the video coding standardization community to 

define such a measure [101]. In the initial phase, ten methods were proposed 

and evaluated. Interestingly, none of these methods was demonstrated sta

tistically to outperform PSNR as an objective measure of subjective quality. 

We expect that these methods will be refined and additional proposals will be 

made in the next phase of testing. However, this area will remain extremely 

active for quite some time. 

From a channel coding perspective, scalable channel coding is one fur

ther method to provide flexible error resilience. In the same manner that 

individual receivers can receive different levels of video quality, they could also 

receive different levels of channel coding protection. As one example, using our 

proposed framework, if the base layer of video was protected with a (31,21) 

code, individual receivers could receive only five F E C packets when the addi

tional F E C was unnecessary, permitting them to recover from up to five packet 

losses. Under poor conditions, receivers could choose to receive all ten F E C 

packets. 

Finally, we summarize the above research directions for layered video 

encoding and transport frameworks: 

1. Better source models for improved coding efficiency of enhancement layer 

or residual data. 
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2. Better models for error propagation due to packet loss and motion com

pensation. 

3. An analytical framework to optimize the tradeoff between source and 

channel coding. 

4. An objective method to measure subjective quality of digitally com

pressed video. 

5. A layered channel coding framework for scalable error recovery. 
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